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These works, variations on a theme, were commissioned as
a gift to VU by Drs. Christine and Joel Lehmann. See page
12 of this issue for a further description of this gift. The
complete work consists of eleven separate pieces.
Above: David Kindersley & Linda Lopes Cardozo, British
(David Kindersley's Workshop) In Luce Tua Videmus Lucem,
October 1993, pen, felt marker, black ink, outline calligraphy, image: 7 x 18- 11 2 inches. VU Museum of Art. 93.30.6
Cover: Linda Lopes Cardozo, British (David Kindersley's
Workshop) In Luce Tua Videmus Lucem, Chromed Design V
(Second Idea), October 1993, Watercolor and ink, image:
13-11 4 x 20-11 2 inches.
Back: Linda Lopes Cardozo, British (David Kindersley's
Workshop) In Luce Tua Videmus Lucem, Chromed Design
IV (Second Idea), October 1993, Watercolor and ink,
image: 13-314 x 20-11 2 inches. VU Museum of Art.
93.30.10
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INLUCETUA
The Voice of One, Crying in the Wilderness
Sometimes the things you learn in class can be amazing, particularly if you are the teacher. Working lately on
some texts for a class in 19th century British literature, I
read the following, from a journal kept in 1861:
April 14. This was a fine day. I sat in the house all day
reading the newspaper. I have not had much time since the lockout to see any papers, but the news is not of much interest,
except that there is a probability of a civil war in the United
States.
Aprill7. Another fine day. This was our quarterly meeting
tonight and my term of office as President expired. It was strongly
[pressed] upon me to take it again for another year but I would
not, but they were determined not to do without me so they elected me a committee man for six months .. . .
January 1, 1862. We are beginning the New Year under
very poor prospects. Bad trade, short time, and a prospect of a
war with America, which, if it should take place, will be worse
than ever, as we will get no cotton from it ....
March 21. Another very bitter cold day. I had thought to
have a walk out in the country but 'twas so cold. The news from
America contains a message from President Lincoln recommending the emancipation of the slaves ....
May 16th. This was a fine day, and as I had nothing to do I
went a gathering sticks and heard the Cuckoo several times ....
Sept. 11, 1864. Things are much about the same at Atlanta
and Mobile, but the principal news from America just now is the
coming election for President, because it depends upon which of
the candidates is chosen whether there will be peace or a continuance of the war, and as the position of the parties are about
evenly balanced there is not knowing yet how things may be,
because if there should be peace, then the price of cotton must
come down 2s. per pound, and that is the reason why the cotton
trade is so bad just now ....There is none working now but weavers,
and if no cotton comes, why then , we must stop next, so everything has a black look-and winter coming on!
The writer was a cotton weaver in the region of
Manchester, in the north of England, an avid reader of
newspapers, a man concerned about international affairs,
even beyond their direct impact on his livelihood. We
know his name was John O'Neil, and we know that this
diary was found in 1947 as a city worker, throwing rubbish
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into a furnace, noticed something about this hand-written
cashbook filled with writing, and took it to the local historical society. It was published in that society's Transactions,
and then published by John Burnett, in a wonderful book
of excerpts from workingclass autobiographies called Useful
Toil, reprinted in 1994 by Routledge.
What did I learn? That a fragile and tenuous process
delivered John O'Neil's words to us. That straightforward
voice-his recounting the weather, his hearing the Cuckoo,
his reluctance to keep office in his Union , his concerns
about the price of cotton-exists today only because a
series of accidents brought it, as the saying goes, to light. I
have studied this diary for several years now, and used it in
my class syllabus several times, and I am still excited by its
directness, its intensity, its seriousness, its elusive balance
between formal distance and immediacy. I cannot now
read Dickens, or Thackeray, or Trollope, or Eliot, or
Gaskell, or Collins, or Martineau, or Browning, or
Tennyson, or Arnold, or Nightingale, or Newman, or
Disraeli, or Ward, or the Brontes without including among
their voices the voice of John O'Neil.
Yet his text is only one of thousands, of course, a
small voice in the great chorus of printed words. In the
world of literature, the place of the anonymous or nearly
anonymous writer, particularly those who have produced
only one text, is a very small place. Readers inhabit a world
noisy with the multitude of people who have written, their
millions of words running over their thousands of pages in
floods, occupying our brain spaces in truly astonishing
amplitude. As readers we negotiate these seas of sentences
with aplomb, the small boats of our own favorites bobbing
along on the surface, over the huge, unplumbed depths of
what we haven't read. Reading O'Neil's words, and realizing the extent of the lost texts in human history, is like discovering that the ocean contains mountain ranges and
canyons we will never explore. Tantalizing, mysterious,
and nearly unknowable, they will have to wait for other,
more adventurous and persistent readers to come.
In this issue of The Cresset, we spend some time with
texts and reading. Two sets of book choices, one from
adults and one from children. An article from columnist
Vandersee about a "lost" writer. Sponberg on stories as
3

data and Barton on the texts of the X's. Even covers that
have to do with words, and then a letter from Christine
Lehmann about how those words came to have that shape.
Our usual fine poetry is augmented by featuring some
poems by the Dutch poet Jan Willem Schulte Nordholt,
translated by Henrietta Ten Harmsel. If you are a reader,
then this issue, spanning the holy season from Advent to
Epiphany, is meant to move you from darkness into light
with words.
Is that possible? Yes, I think so. We can be pulled and
guided along in understanding, repentance and celebration by books. Two come to mind in this regard. Walter
Wangerin's newest book, The Crying for a Vision. Marketed
by Simon and Schuster as a book for young readers, this
novel of sorrow, growth, passion and discovery puts matters
of the faith into a context that is both new and eternal.
Walt says of it that he spent seven years in its writing, that
he cares passionately what happens to it, and I believe him

enough that I intend to buy two more copies this month
because I know just where to send them. Why don't you do
the same?
The other is a beautiful book called john Bunyan's
Pilgrim's Progress, as retold by Gary Schmidt and illustrated
by Barry Moser, just published by Eerdmans.
Traditionalisits may resist this condensed version, but look
for it, and you will fall in love with it. If you bring it home,
you will soon be looking for people to show it to, comparing favorite character illustrations, reading parts of the text
aloud. The sound of the language is not Bunyan's, but it is
powerfully direct. Like John O'Neil's, the voice is formal
yet immediate, intense and serious. It calls to us as only
texts can do, across great distances of time, with the voice
of one whose claim on our attention must be answered with
our response, to read and thus to know.
Peace,
GME

Letters to the Editor are welcome, as are e-mail messages to geifrig@exodus.valpo.edu

Song of the Manger Child
This little design of bones
Could be strummed like a ukulele,
Vibrate to the tuning fork.
Jesus is an x-ray
Pattern, a bowl of fruit
Opened, ribs a keyboard.
He is a musical score
Board, zither afloat,
A pomegranate peeled by a knife,
A bell pepper fuselage of
Sweet air, fluting
To Vivaldi's Four Seasons.
This little symmetry of flesh
Wishes to sing like a spoon
Struck on lead crystal.

Philip Gilbertson
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THE COOL CLARITY AND SECRETS OF
RUTH SUCKOW'S THE FOLKS
Charles Vandersee

When you read for the first time a novel of no special
repute, suddenly back in print, and find it impressive, very
impressive, you do ask yourself who else ought to read it,
and why. Especially if the book is 700 pages long. And
when, curiously, the modern scholar's foreword runs merely five fervorless pages.
The Folks is the 1934 novel by Ruth Suckow (18921960), prolific writer for two decades, categorized as an
"Iowa" or "Midwest" voice, and now virtually forgotten. It
was reissued by the University of Iowa Press in 1992, in
paperback, and I've read it carefully twice, with a two-year
interval. I thought my time pretty well spent, partly
because I was making mental notes on all the ways Suckow
was about to go wrong.
It's that type of book-everything could go wrong.
Dealing with Midwest people, it surely would be either condescending or sentimental. Mainly about the Twenties, it
surely had to repeat Sinclair Lewis' fury over Babbittry and
philistinism. It would stridently echo Fitzgerald's Jazz Age
anxieties over old mores crumbling and sleaze spreading.
It would focus too intently on a nation uneasily urbanizing,
and it would gothicize the small town as Sherwood
Anderson had done with Winesburg, Ohio, that warren of
eccentrics. On its streets would be the Model T Ford carrying people to roadhouses and grandmother's house, with
the throaty noise of a new-found symbol. Everybody in the
book would end up feeling melancholy and wrong-the
people who stayed put and the folks with get-up-and-go.

Charles Vandersee, at the University of Virginia, has lately covered just about everything in American literature, in an
article in American Literary History: "American Parapedagog;y
for 2000 and Beyond: Intertextual, International, Industrial
Strength."
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Closure would consist of easy ironies: mild vices turning out to be virtues, rectitude flawed by myopia. There
would be glib satire; knick-knacky Corn Belt parlors were
what Bernini and Christopher Wren had been leading up
to, while Greenwich Village and its posturing wasn't the
perfection of culture and art either. This was surely going
to be a book you-you reader, you-could rewrite page by
page, trying to save the poor author caught in irresistible
conventions.
Well, not so, this depiction of one heartland family,
the Fergusons, over 20 years. Four children grow up and
leave home, while parents stay, their roots uncomfortably
loosening. Imperial Reader watching these developments
feels gradually chastened and outmaneuvered-feelings of
satisfaction. Reading is like watching a big construction
project-doubtful materials arrive (but not bad materials),
and it's a tough site, so you're wary. But as the building
takes shape, things seem to be going OK And as it nears
completion architect/builder I decorator has created real
spaces-and even panache-when there might have been
only rooms.
Your pleasure is to say, "You got away with it! You
shouldn't have, but you did." Meaning that no writer can
transcend all the conventions, set-pieces, and formula
moments, but those symmetries and obligations at least
ought to be handled with cunning. Agreeable melodrama,
this contestation between reader and writer, between writer
and circumstances. Henry James owned up 30 years later
to his scam with The American. The plot of that novel
depends on a decision which could not have taken place in
real life, he said: penniless Paris aristocrats refusing to let a
wealthy American businessman marry into their family!
ButJames had gotten away with it.
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Melodrama transfigures itself into something higher
when readers and writers engage in momentary conspiracy.
As when Margot, a daughter in this book (who in Iowa had
been plain Margaret), finds herself happily in Greenwich
Village spying the apartment house ''where people said that
Willa Cather had lived." The building "always made
Margot think of the cool clarity of Willa Cather's prose."
"Dear conspirator reader," you can hear Ruth Suckow
saying, right here, exactly two thirds of the way through:
"How am I doing? Will my Iowa story, twice as long as any
Cather novel, stand up also sentence by sentence-maybe
even outdo her? I'm trying to do something of what she
was doing, with her 'novels dbneubli,' unfurnished with convoluted plots and overwrought description, but I'm not
really imitating. Especially I cherish her for being cool and
clear, sentence after sentence, and, dear conspirator reader,
do stop long enough at this construction site to applaud
this rivalry under way."
Nothing more than a hint, that glimpse of Cather in
New York, but it's a little special bonus. Competition as
joke, perhaps; not having read reviews of Suckow's work,
I'd bet that by 1934, ten years after her first novel, the
reviewers were looking in her for Cather or better. They
couldn ' t help it; with her chosen Iowa material, she
couldn't help evoking the older writer and her epic
Nebraska.
It must have been irresistibly droll for Suckow to hint
to us how all writing involves certain inevitabilities, including the attempt to stand up to a rival. Great art is high
rivalry, and such rivalry produces energy and commands
choices that actually constitute part of the esthetic merit of
a text. The critic Harold Bloom found much heavy anxiety
in male writers trying to avoid death by influence; Ruth
Suckow moves with unanxious agility and aplomb.
Margot herself is an inevitability, but not a tiresome
stock character: the misfit girl in little Belmond, Iowa, who
at age 27 lands in Manhattan. What was Suckow going to
do with her in the big village of art and rebellion and overstimulation? What would be wonderful about her excursion and experience, such that of dozens of Midwesterners
pioneering in the East, in novel after novel, she would perhaps be remembered?
Avoid the increasingly familiar closures, for one
thing. Suckow could have sent Margot back home, sadder
and wiser-like Nick Carraway from Minnesota, in The
Great Gatsby, who decides people from the West aren't suited for the East and its careless noisy elite. Fitzgerald
whisked a disillusioned Carraway back to the northern
plains for anxious moral reflection.
Worse, Margot could have been a tragic case, dying
far from roots , like preposterous Jay Gatsby of North
Dakota, whose rainy-day funeral, on Long Island, Fitzgerald
actually seems to relish. Or the contrasting formula,
instead of disillusionment or death: Margot could go to
6

New York, and once there stay forever, the perfectly adaptable woman who has found her spiritual home. Perhaps,
in formula fashion , she would pay condescending visits to
Belmond, a stylish and scorned contrast to the dowdy folks
on the front porch.
But look at what does happen to Margot, and to see
her, look first at the feisty donnee of the novel. This is
Henry James's term for what's "given"-for what the novelist takes for granted at the start. What, in other words, is
this novel eventually going to be about? Where is Margo
"coming from," and whom does she "belong to"? Not
"belong" in the benign sense, which sometimes operates in
real life, but in the sense of the death grip. Among her
blood relatives, whose are the clutches (quite naturally,
inevitably) trying to choke her into submission? And
whose necks are her own hands quite around?
The answer is the title, cool and clear, not an elusive
or "signature" metaphor like James's The Wings of the Dove
or Edith Wharton's The House of Mirth. Just The Folks.
Choose in the Midwest any one generation, and take a
child's point of view; the "folks" consist of the male head of
the family, your father, also the wife of that male head,
your mother. There probably are the "old folks," grandparents, also the folks called aunts and uncles, and other folks,
the people your parents know, mostly from church.
Innocently as can be, all these people, with their respective
agendas and notions of duty, have their death grips around
each other, and especially around you, the children-in
Suckow's novel, two girls and two boys. There is no escape
for any small-town human being-this is the donnee, the
given-except through distance and secrets.
Margot is the character most successful at both distance and secrets. · What happens to Margot is her realizing, and relishing, the morality of surviving on her own
terms, no matter what. This allies her with other twiceborn American heroines such as Carrie Madenda (once
Meeber) in Dreiser's Sister Carrie, Wisconsin farm girl
turned Broadway dancer; the stylish and passionate-and
festering-Marian Forrester in one of Cather's Nebraska
novels, A Lost Lady, and Margo (once Margie) Dowling of
Brooklyn, in Dos Passos' The Big Money, eventually free of
entangling alliances to become star of the Hollywood silent
screen.
Yet Margot Ferguson, successful, is perhaps not the
most interesting of Suckow's unmalicious stranglers. Nor
the most prominent, though she is the most adequately
realized character, possibly a stand-in for her creator. Mter
a bleak childhood, the oddball at home and school, Margot
is dramatically kicked out of college for abetting an elopement. She lands ignominiously in the Belmond library as a
clerk, soon takes the train for New York and finds a circle
of bohemians, gets work as waitress in a Village tearoom,
travels to Santa Fe with a married man, comes back to Iowa,
abandoned, moping, and full of secrets. She vanishes from
The Cresset

the novel once having got up courage to leave Iowa for
good, to embrace New York and settle there, the only place
that feels more or less right. All we hear of her thereafter
is through the "folks," her parents, who cannot understand
her and her silences, and therefore feel her hands around
their necks though she has escaped theirs.
As Margot removes herself from our attention, so
does her older brother Carl, school superintendent in a
nearby town. Carl's wife has feebly attempted suicide, sealing her and her once-ambitious husband in a mutual doom
of precarious, tiptoeing endurance. Suckow wisely, perhaps, shelves this pair, though she handles this potentially
lurid material so deftly that one's primed for more.
Suckow also sends into a sort of exile, Chicago, the
youngest of the four Ferguson children, Bunny. This
cheerful and untroublesome young man has suddenly
squeezed the throats of the folks by bringing home from
college a bit of a surprise: an uncouth ultraserious socialist
woman three years older than he, his new bride.
These three children, with their differing lines of
development, come across as decidedly believable-to this
reader, at least, who retains impressions of a Midwest small
town (Indiana) from the 1940s and 1950s. Suckow resists
the fantastic and the improbable. The suicide attempt is
more in the bedeviled mind of the victim than in the drops
of Lysol; Margot in Greenwich Village never even attempts
to become the poet she vaguely thinks she ought to be.
It is shrewd of Suckow to escape the literary convention which has all characters in a "group novel" staying
around forever, unless dead. When they stick around, we
as readers have to jump back and forth among them. A little of this alternation is fine (and we have the right amount
in The Folks), but the "equal time" provision can produce a
machine, not a story.
Of the four Ferguson children, only one is directly
present as the novel proceeds to its rich and only half-predictable close. Dorothy, unremarkable, has settled in San
Diego, California, with her handsome and rakish husband,
and the folks come to visit for the winter. Banks are failing
and politicians are making speeches-it may be 1931-32.
Mter that visit the folks return to Iowa, reassess their lives,
examine-individually-the haunting secrets that define
them, and when the book ends they're not sure whether
the whole experience of living has been worth it. Not overwhelmed by disillusionment, which would have been an
artistic error, and not affirming Belmond as, after all, the
best little burg in the world (belle monde indeed!) , which
would have been a joke impossibly gross.
For novelists, symmetry is one of the toxic temptations. Wrap it up by ending as it began. Suckow does this,
and it's one of the things she gets away with. (Another is
use of the hoariest narrative convention , omniscient
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author.) The reason she succeeds is that she blessedly
understands both situation and solipsism. She handles situations just fine-the surprising centerpiece of a novel subtly growing more querulous is the idyllic wedding day of
Dorothy, and surely a new tremor in fiction is the "great
Iowa winter picnic" in Southern California. But Suckow
fixes her mind steadily on the crucial American truth that
must govern storytelling: Few real characters exist other
than solipsists.
Probably this should be Rule #1 in writing workshops.
As a character in a story, you yourself are your main interest in life, and no one else knows exactly how your mind
works, what's in it, how it goes about assessing other people
and situations, and what webs of secrets it's woven over the
years. No wonder Mikhail Bakhtin calls novels heteroglossic. Novels are the building site where brick speaks only
like brick, metal only like metal, and all the windowsthose minor characters that help out so much-can only
connect brick and metal but not transmute them. Henry
James's fame in exploring-sometimes over-exploring"consciousness" rests on this knowledge of human solipsism, and it seems safe to say that Suckow did what we know
Cather did: read James well, learning how subtly consciousnesses evolve, while also warily measuring with an
Iowa coffee spoon his excesses of scrutinizing.
It's in those human consciousnesses that the aforementioned secrets live, and enable life to go on. When you
look closely, to see how this book is made, again and again
the word secret lurks, unobtrusively making a subliminal pattern of verisimilitude: "A little portion of his mind [son
Carl's] could be skeptical and free , belonging to himself
alone, in secret." "Now it no longer seemed to her [daughter Dorothy] in secret that she was mysteriously betraying
Belmond by marrying this handsome stranger." Young
Margaret, later Margot, thought of New York people as
"knowing strange secrets of art and life." Mrs. Ferguson,
conventional mother tormented by equal rights at home:
'There was a little shame in her secret heart because she
always wanted to side with Carl."
Secrets: the stuff of soap opera, the staff of life. You
can't, as serious novelist in the twentieth century, go wrong
by building your edifice as an exploration of consciousness.
Let secrets be your mortar, because without them the
building collapses, as may life itself. Near the end of the
novel the Fergusons visit mama's sister Louie in prosperous
Pasadena. Mama gradually realizes that Louie has "no real
respect" for her husband, but this modern woman in sunny
California must do as both sisters have done all their lives:
"keep up the pretense of perfect happiness, according to
the ancient feminine code."
It takes 700 pages to get by with hoary ironies such as
this one, because only living with a family a long time do
you understand how each solipsist is also a member of a
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certain standard gender, not to mention generation and
temperament. Even if the solipsist finally rules, secretly
requiring of life what to others is incomprehensible. Mama
Ferguson grieves inconsolably over son Bunny's marriage
to his brusque and moody socialist, quite unlike the
Republican "folks," but Bun "felt that all other women
would be forever tasteless and trite beside her." Since no
words have power to convey to mama this secret (which
does not want to be a secret), it will remain a secret.
A necessary subtext of secrets-in a text about consciousness-is how you get away with crimes like symmetry.
The Folks starts (before the Great War) with Mr. Fred
Ferguson meditating in the bedroom and on the morning
lawn in Iowa for five pages, and ends (a couple of years
after the '29 Crash) with three pages of Mr. Ferguson on
the same lawn in Iowa, then finally going to bed. Secretly,
though plodding his way through life, his small energy concentrated on children, bank work, and the Presbyterian
church, the paterfamilias actually has a brain!
As real people do have, in Iowa, San Diego, and
Greenwich Village. In certain moments, alone on the lawn,
alone in bed despite a spouse's presence, they tell themselves stories about the disasters that befall ordinary people, and about the fragments they privately shore against
their ruins. Mr. Ferguson, blandest character in the book,
is the person intended by Suckow, giving herself a wow of a
challenge, to be the most interesting-the pivotal-character:
He felt heavily upon him the support of others which
had helped to shape and make up his life. Maybe [his
younger son] Bunny was right, and the world was
changing-Bunny had had all the advantages, there
must be something in what he said-but he himself still
had to think about ways and means if he wasn't to let
down those who had been taught to look to him . He
felt proud of his part, and disdained the others-yet he
felt hurt, humbled, defrauded somewhere. Was that all
he was for?

So, standing back, "here the country lies-huge, half
formed, fundamentally various, under the hasty superficialities of standardization, and fundamentally one country."
This is Suckow not in the novel but in a fine, nuanced essay
published four years before the novel, in a popular
American monthly, Scribner's. The foreword to the new edition mentions this essay, 'The Folk Idea in American Life,"
in one brief paragraph, and it sounded worth digging out.
Indeed, in it Suckow reveals not the genesis of The Folks,
which would be interesting, but more important, herself as
a genuine understander.
No one uses that term in literary criticism, but its
meaning should be clear: the novelist who has thought
about so much more than her novel depicts. As young
8

Henry James had meditated profoundly on the nature of
the American experience, shown by his 1879 biography of
Hawthorne and several agitated letters, before he attempted such masterworks about deprived and longing
Americans as The Portrait of a Lady and The Ambassadors.
Suckow in 'The Folk Idea" is deliciously polemical, as
a September 1930 article ought to be, a year after the market crash proved the commercial mind in America to be
dumber and dreamier than anyone imagined. Time for
one of us literary types (one feels Suckow saying) to state
some home truths.
Chief among these is the difference that a single letter of the alphabet makes. The United States had been, in
certain times and places, a "folk" culture (that is, there
were homogeneous Puritan villages, Swedish towns, Italian
Catholic neighborhoods). Lately, by contrast, it has been a
"folks" culture-there has developed a sort of signature
nationwide "spirit, with its directness, its simplicity, its intimacy, and its broad generosity." America, in other words,
is a structure built of middleclass families rather than clans
or creeds. Families (including the extended families we
call towns and communities) are reasonably gregarious;
they're apt to tolerate "new" people rather than build clan
walls against them.
And of course Suckow is on to something, if we can
judge by Tocqueville's prophetic observations a century
earlier and by what the Lynds reported in Middletown, the
1929 study of mainstream American life which Suckow
briefly mentions in her essay. The polemical part of
Suckow's essay is a quixotic thrust against young people
who flee Middletown for Greenwich Village or Taos, flight
which for Suckow represents not liberation but slavery to
the past-to old and inauthentic kinds of "folk" traditions.
"It is time for our artists to cease following up the blind
alleys of the past, however illusive and charming, and to get
into the open corridors leading to the future."
That is, stay home "among the folks," because this is
your national destiny. Be artists and intellectuals there.
True, you will have to resist the habit of "blind indiscrimination" among your home folks (the Fergusons' all-purpose adjective for approval is "nice"). And your efforts to
make "aesthetic participation" an actual activity of the
"folks" means you will be "frequently belligerent."
The Folks showed that it couldn't be done, at least not
in the 1920s or 1930s. The essay was pardonable idealism,
the novel was reality. In the Scribner's piece the clouds of
an unrealizable ideal America had momentarily arrested
her-as they had done Thoreau, at the point in Walden
where he envisions the American village as a "noble" place
literally: collective patron of the arts in the sense that an
enlightened nobleman of Europe had been. But villages
were not the American future; father Ferguson is feeling
"hurt" and "defrauded" partly because his church has
The Cresset

died-had to merge with Congregationalists!-owing to
the town itself starting its 20th-century decline.
It is extremely good reading, however, Suckow's essay,
which does in a way foreshadow urban rebirths of later
decades-art fairs, food festivals, preservation projects. It
also helps explain four crucial subtexts that appeared in
The Folks only on my second reading. I was too intent on
secrets-those private truths that (hurtfully) seldom intersect other people's private truths in real life, which is the
reason we need the assimilating eye of the omniscient
author. I had missed three primal emotions and one crucial descriptor, as Suckow studied with Jamesian fidelity her
Iowa (her American) "folks." Those emotions are pride,
fear, and hurt.
No, not a long discussion of these right now, just a
recognition-just an insistence, in fact, that it takes many
occurrences of these emotions to render even simple
homogeneous small town Iowa life. Example of fear: The
woman who attempts suicide, Carl's wife, is a timid hometown girl cowed in childhood by family rectitude. Her husband "had never loved her well enough to understand
[her] old necessity of going silently through her duties, to
escape those awful sonorous rebukes that had numbed her
with childish terror. "
Fear again: A neighbor of the Fergusons has not
been thought marriageable, but does finally marry a lonely
widower. 'That dry dyed hair, and the make-up, gave away
the woman's fears during so much of her life, the humiliation, precariousness and isolation of a commonplace,
unmarried woman with no provision for the future."
As for "hurt," that unliterary word used constantly by
the unliterary folks is a more flexible and responsible word
than "pain": suitable for injuries to morality, to the psyche,
to one's personal relations, and to taste, where the stronger
word, the literary word "pain, " would strike the key too
forcefully: "He [Fred Ferguson] was hurt by any dereliction from the Republican party or the Presbyterian
church."
Finally, pride: It can be a whole family's emotion.
When Dorothy acquires a groom who is tall and has shiny
black hair and wears his summer suit so well, the "family
pride was flatteringly enhanced." By banal contrast, the
old urn full of tiresome geraniums on the front lawn is only
"the folks' pride." Suckow just often enough reminds readers that ordinary people, singly and in groups, must have
things to think well of. Life cannot simply go on.
And the crucial descriptor? It's already been mentioned, and it's part of Suckow's aplomb. She refuses to
undermine her solid edifice by easy satire. She could so
easily have overdone it, but she understands perfectly
where and how often to insert it, the Midwest household
adjective for evaluating everything: nice. Certain dogs and
cats are nice, so are boys and girls, the weather, a restaurant meal, the town and its people, the condition of the
bathroom when renters move out.
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Who should read this book? People who admire
crafted sentences, such as the first one in the long passage
above, which evokes human "support" of one another as a
sturdy beam both sustaining and crushing. Also, inquirers
in the US (or elsewhere, for that matter) willing to be
reminded, by extended access to the minds of ordinary citizens, that survival in a small town is a complex and even
heroic matter: a constant Jamesian negotiation between
secrets and self-revelation, desires suppressed and gingerly
advanced, hands clutching and hands sometimes releasing
their grip.
People will admire this novel who cherish reticences,
who feel hurt and even fear when a novelist has to signal
every move. People who want pride at figuring out some
things. With Suckow we don't need tedious long corridors
of exposition. A new section of the novel sometimes starts
months or even years after the previous section, and there's
no sign on the door. She trusts us to walk in and gradually
assess our surroundings from her unobtrusive clues.
Suckow's reticences include literary allusions. She is
chary with them, not showing off. If two presences behind
this book are Henry James and Willa Cather, then Emily
Dickinson, unnamed, is the presiding spirit of one of the
most successful episodes. During a period of several weeks,
in Greenwich Village and New Mexico , emancipated
Margot relishes the company of the man destined to be her
lover, a married man who will not be leaving his wife.
Margot is age 30, making the transition "from diffidence
and innocence and provincialism." Four times, over 20
pages, there echoes in her mind a phrase, "A day entirely
for me." This happens to be the way Dickinson begins one
of her poems about love-how it can be perfect at times:
There came a Day at Summer's full,
Entirely for mel thought that such were for the Saints,
Where Resurrections-be-

And such times will be brief:
The Hours slid fast-as Hours will,
Clutched tight, by greedy handsSo faces on two Decks, look back,
Bound to opposing lands-

As for readers who might be hurt, well, it's a book
with fingers that would clutch and choke fathers and mothers who live too much for their children-the felony of
most American middleclass parents, including the
Fergusons of Iowa. I'm not sure these folks, whether newly
married or fresh grandparents, are ready to handle such a
book. It would be a good book for rebellious teenagers,
warning that their rude vitality will too quickly dissipate
unless they befriend and husband it, but no teenager has a
weekend for 727 pages.
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It isn't a book for the history buff, seeking the flavor
and texture of an era of great change. John Dos Passos was
to provide all that, brilliantly and comprehensively, two
years later, in 1936, with The Big Money. The folks of
Suckow's Belmond, Iowa, are oblivious to the outside
world, for the most part-perhaps believably so, more likely not. Throughout the children's youth and on into the
first one's marriage-fully one fifth of the novel-no reference to an outside event occurs. In the entire book only
nine casual comments inform us that "the war" has taken
place. Only fleeting allusions hint of the era's preoccupations: movie magazines, Pickford, Fairbanks, Garbo,
Harlow, Dietrich, Gurdgieff, Robeson, Freud, Millay, H.D.,
Kathleen Norris novels, Bolshevism, "feminism" twice,
music from the new odd voice in the house called radio.
One mention of expatriates returning, and awareness a few
times that banks are failing (but of course Mr. Ferguson
works in a bank). No Sacco and Vanzetti, no Wall Street.
This confident reticence is often true of Henry James
too, smart enough to know that most people's minds are
not reacting to the front pages but to the eyes and eyebrows in front of them or across the room. Especially in
flat middle America, and at this point one should really

state outright the tall ambition of Suckow. The fusion of
Jamesian capacious scrutiny and Cather subject matter
means that Suckow is consciously trying to tower over
Cather, who tried to be Jamesian in her first novel, but
soon renounced him. Cather found she was "Yance
Sorgeson," referring to one of the old Nebraska farmers
she had known in her childhood, "and not Henry James."
Who then should read this ambitious book? Well,
what kinds of people stand nervously studying a big new
building under construction and then prowl around it perceptively? Cheerless questions, since few people have both
temperament and opportunity. Just across the little
amphitheater from my office window a new building by
Michael Graves has been under construction for the last 18
months or so, its small touches growing ever more impressive. Good fortune for me. Who will read The Folks will be
a few dutiful-or rather, interested-college professors, saddened that real-life "folks" and their offspring and their
neighbors are unable to enhance their respective solipsisms
by turning to the extended solipsisms of others, in successful novels, which is how one finds out what real life in a
nation is constructed of. 0

Christmas Concert
My daughter takes the aisle, ascends the stage.
No one disturbs her. Shyness does not overtake her.
Just darkness reigns until she tips her light
To the wreath in supple concentration,
Stands at creation's brim.
I climb, weak in grace, to the world's raw edge:
No poems spring to life.
I crawl the weary page toward darkness,
Winter-chapped, under the wires of mid-winter.
This candle lit, your swift turn, like a dancer's,
Takes my heart back when you step down to meet us.
Flocks can graze in the safe pasture of the space
You softly light. The scudding seasons disappear
Into clear sound, each note a flame.

Diane G. Scholl
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Michael Becker: The Mermaid and the
Minotaur by Dorothy Dinnerstein. This
Freudian feminist not only explains
pretty much everything about the
roots of humanity's "gender
arrangements," she has produced an
amazing literary contruction with
lengthy notes, boxes, boxes within
boxes, endnotes to footnotes within
boxes, until there are more ways to
read the book than Nabokov's Pale
Fire.

God Rest Ye Merry,
Preferably with a Good
Book...
Friends of The Cresset
Share current book choices

Christine Lehmann: The Scent of Water
by Elizabeth Goudge. A joyful
luminous novel of great charm and
power, about love as persistence, as
keeping on doing what you are called
to do. The title is a reference to Job,
but to me it always echoes Hopkins'
line, "There lives the dearest freshness
deep down things ... " And, The Man
Who Planted Trees by Jean Reason. It is
magic: one man turns barren
wilderness into living forest. The man
simply plants a hundred acorns a day,
day after day after day, and then
beeches and birches, and in forty years
his persistent benevolence has made
the wasteland rejoice and the dry land
shout for joy. The story is simple and
simply told, quiet and tough and
perfectly shaped, and utterly
unforgettable.
Mel Piehl: Culture of Complaint, by
Robert Hughes. Australian-American
Hughes provides here a biting,
learned, witty critique of the present
condition of his adopted country, the
United States. Most readers will be
continually stimulated, sometimes
annoyed, but never bored.
Maureen Jais-Mick: Rescuing the Bible
from Fundamentalism, by John Selby
Spong, because it answers the scary
question, "What's left for us Christians
if the Bible isn't inerrant?"
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Arlin G. Meyer: Jazz, by Toni
Morrison. Although all of the novels
by Pulitzer and Nobel Prize winner
Morrison are worth reading, her latest,
Jazz, a lyrical novel of AfricanAmerican history that moves back and
forth between Harlem in the 1920s
and The South in the late nineteenth
century, is a particularly satisfying and
rewarding story, told, as it is, in the
form ofajazz composition.
Fred Niedner: The Crane Wife, by
Sumiko Yagawa, translated from the
Japanese by Katherine Paterson. This
beloved Japanese folktale is at once a
story of greed and selfishness as well as
gratitude, grace, and devotion. An act
of kindness brings a lovely wife to a
poor, lonely peasant, who then
struggles to match the sacrificial loyalty
with which she serves him.
Tom Kennedy: Book Review Editor,
sends several choices from England:
First, Alan Bennett's Writing Home, so
that we can continue to follow the
path of one of England's finest
playwrights. Next, P.D.James' Original
Sin, a sensitive pondering of morality
and mortality, and, of course, mystery.
Some philosophy is necessary; first,
Julia Annas' Morality and Happiness, on
how the ancient Greeks can teach us
about the moral life, and second,
Roger Scruton's The Classical
Vernacular, in which Scruton reflects
philosophically on classical and
contemporary architecture.
The Editor's choices:

order of preference: All the Pretty
Horses and The Crossing, by Cormac
McCarthy, poetic evocations of
Southwestern
landscape
and
character; Shelby Foote's second
volume of Civil War history, a more
fascinating account of battlefield
tactics for the non-specialist I have
never encountered;
Anthony
Trollope's Dr. Thorne, a very sustaining
balm to the spirit is a dose of 20 or so
pages of Trollope administered at
bedtime; Molly Ivins Can't Say That,
Can She? because I couldn't get the
latest one, Nothing But Good Times
Ahead, from the library yet; Calvin
Trillin's essay about his father in the
early June New Yorker, because it is
wonderful Trillin, and reminds people
of my generation how profoundly we
are our fathers' children; So Much Sky
(see page 16 of this issue) because the
combination of such wit and such
gentle reminders of what's important
seldom come in such modest
packages; and the Martys' Places Along
the Way, for reasons anyone who has
seen it will understand.
This winter I will get to a book I
bought last year but have not yet read,
one of those books that keeps coming
up in conversations with all the people
you care about, Elizabeth Johnson's
She Who Is, whose subtitle ''The Mystery
of God in Feminist Theological
Discourse" should make many of us
read this book, if not buy it, teach it,
and write about it. I expect that
readers of The Cresset will hear more
about it in the spring.
Also important to mention here
are two books that we wanted to
review, but accidents happened along
the way. The first is Fundamentalisms,
the truly monumental series from
Martin Marty and R. Scott Appleby
about this world-wide phenomenon
affecting all of us. Second, colleague
Richard Maxwell's fascinating The
Mysteries of Paris and London, published
two years ago by the University Press of
Virginia. If you are part of an
institution whose library is missing
either of these titles, do what you can
to remedy the situation. 0

My favorite reading of the year
has included the following, not in any
11

Dear Gail,
You asked how Joel and I came to commission the
calligraphy you are using on the December cover. I suppose it's partly a result of a concatenation of choices and
coincidences, and partly because Richard Brauer is a very
clever man, and perhaps because although I am a lover, I
am not an artist. I cannot speak for Joel, but I can tell you
how it was for me.
Once upon a time, we were at a meeting of a group to
which we do not belong, solely because Don Knuth, the
guru of computer programming (he wrote the book, literally) was scheduled to speak. My experience of world-class
intellects is limited (present company excepted, of course),
and I had hoped merely that I might catch a glimpse of the
Great Man. As it turned out, we had the opportunity not
only to hear a couple of talks from Don and one from Jill,
his wife, an artist who at that time was engaged in the making of liturgical banners, banners without words, but also
just to talk with them.
That led, by a fairly circuitous route, to my becoming
a pre-publication reader of a Don Knuth book, 3:16: Bible
Texts illuminated. And that book is a result ofDon's interest
Christine Lehmann serves on the Advisory Board of The Cresset,
and is a professor of mathematics at Purdue University-North
Central. She and her husband Joel Lehmann of VU's Department
of Mathematics are alums of the Directed Studies Prog;ram, a precursor of the present-day Christ College, and are active participants
in the life of the campus today.
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in beautiful writing as well as of his bringing his mathematical bent to bear on a choice of texts for his Bible class to
study. He had taken what turned out to be a ten-year side
trip away from the art of computer programming into the
design of a language that could itself design computer typefaces. The idea, I think, was that books generated by a
computer typesetting program ought to be as beautiful as
books set in lead type. To design the design program, Don
needed to know a lot about how one does beautiful writing,
which led him to some of the world's greatest calligraphers.
Do you see the plot begin to thicken? He and Hermann
Zapf agreed that the Bible study book Don was writing
would be enhanced by the work of some of these calligraphers, and Zapf himself did the calligraphy for John 3:16,
the most familiar of the eponymous texts. So now Don has
a book of which a quarter is beautiful writing, calligraphy.
The next connection is a bit tenuous. Not exactly
because of 3:16, but because of his entire body of work
including 3:16, and because he exemplifies the kind of
integration of spirituality and intellect that Valpo prizes,
Don was awarded an honorary degree from VU in 1988.
When he came to accept it, we were able to introduce
Richard Brauer and Jill Knuth, with the result that Jill was
late for the honorees' lunch because she and Richard were
wandering around the Chapel planning where her banners
could be hung if she were to have a show here. The
involvement of Richard is important to the story. I did tell
you he ' s a very clever man; Jill's show, "Banners for
Worship," ran in April1989, during the Liturgical Institute.
She and Don came for the opening, and happened to
mention that a travelling exhibit had been put together of
The Cresset

some of the original artwork for the 3:16 book, including
much of the correspondence with the artists and quite a
number of works that weren't included in the book.
Naturally Richard jumped at the chance, and in September
1991 we hosted the show "3: 16: An Exhibit of Calligraphy,"
again in the Chapel. The correspondence fascinated me as
much as the art itself; I had not known anything about how
one actually did such a thing as to commission a work of
art. When I mentioned that to Richard, he got a gleam in
his eye. He does, sometimes.
In the interval between Jill's banners and the 3:16
exhibit, I had been on sabbatical in England, and naturally
sent postcards to everybody I knew. Don and Jill wrote
back that while I was there, I must look up their friends
David Kindersley and Lida Lopes Cardozzo; David had
done the calligraphy for II Timothy in the 3:16 book, and it
turned out that their workshop was right down the road
from my flat in Cambridge. Well, I did get to visit them
one evening, and once again I found an absolutely worldclass celebrity to be perfectly genial and accessible to quite
an ordinary person; it was amazing (I remain amazed) that
they would open their home to me-though the reference
to Don and Jill was what actually did it.
So, when Richard got that gleam in his eye three
months after I had met the Kindersleys, and when he asked
us whether we would like to commission a piece of calligraphy for the Museum, we thought of David and Lida. It
seemed all of a piece that they would be the artists to do
this for us. Which, subsequently, they did, and you see
some of the resulting work on the covers of this issue.
That's the chronology. Had it not been for the meetDecember 1994-January 1995

ing with Don and Jill, there might not have been a degree
ceremony, and had it not been for Jill's resulting
encounter with Richard, no banner show, and without that
we might not have known about the 3:16 calligraphy exhibit, and Richard's eye might never have gleamed. Not about
that, at least; I suspect he would have thought up something else for us to do.
But as to why, once he thought up this particular
thing for us to do, why we did it-well, I speak only for
myself and not Joel; I think it is to do with love.
I am not an artist. It is not clear to me whether I was
born not-an-artist, or whether in some way I have chosen to
be not-an-artist; I'm still trying to figure that out. But I
have loved Valparaiso University, loved this piece of
ground and these buildings, loved the idea and the vision
and the dream, loved most of all these people doing this
work, for going on four decades, most of my life, and I
want her to have beautiful things. If I were an artist, that
would be easier to do; I could make something, paint
something or write something, compose or even dance
something - alas, I am not an artist, I'm a math teacher.
To gift my beloved with beauty, I must have someone else's
hands and mind make it.
So I did.
Love,
Christine
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PROFS' KIDS CHOOSE BOOKS THEY LIKE
{Editor's note: Our reviewers' parents and grandparents teach and write about American religious history, the Vietnam Memorial, West Indian
literature, Shakespearean drama, Hebrew narrative, heroes and villains, physics and the history ofphysics, American literature and painting, landscape
and American culture, and accounting. Only those reviewers five years old and under had some editorial consulting.}

Boxcar Children Mystery at the
Dog Show . It was about four kids
named HenTy, jessie, Violet, and
Benny.
It started when their
Grandjathe1·'s friend came to visit
with her daughter and theiT dog
Sunny . Sunny had won rnay prizes
at dogshows. When stmnge things
slaTted to happen, the boxcar children
tried to solve it out. I like this book
never knew what would

This book is about lots of things. It is
about Bats, Canada, Centipedes, China,
Football, Horses, Insects, Snakes, Spiders,
and Scorpians, the United States of
America, and the Universe. I like it
because it helps rne learn about lots of stuff

Nathan John Pahl, grade 1
The Random House Children's Encyclopedia

Justin Pahl, grade 3
The Boxcar Children Mystery at the Dog Show
This book is an honest autobiography

This is a story of the adventures of an
eight-yea·r--old and his father shipw1·ecked
on an island governed by intelligent
dinosaurs who live in peace with other
shipwrecked humans. The illustrations
are reminiscent of the best childTen 's book
illustrato1· of the early twentieth century,
N.C. Wyeth joT example.

Amy Becker, age 2
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exploring the idea of living handicapped .
jean Little, a Canadian author, loses heT
eyesight as an adult. Her book focuses on
her st1'Uggles to function in the everyday
world, most impoTtantly, learning to write
again. Because of her peneverance and
bravery, jean Little never gives up, and her
ultimate devotion was evident. Stars
Come Out Within is a book marred by
personal tragedy, yet Jean Little's
personality shone through it all.

Dinotopia

Helen Ruff, grade 10

James Gurney

Stars Come Out Within

Jean Little
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I like this book because it is funny. Timothy is a kid who
gets in trouble. He throws paper airplanes in school. He
doesn 't have any Jt·iends. The care bear helps him make
friends and become good. Sometimes I get into trouble.
(About Me) My mom and dad also get mad at me. It is
good to have a special friend. I feel happy when Timothy
is liked by the teacher. I like stories where kids are happy.
I like stories with magic. Big people don't believe in
magic, but little kids know there is magic.

Name is Asher Lev is a
wonderful book abou t a
Hasidic jew, Asher, who grows
up in Brooklyn, New York.
Asher's father, who works for
the Rabbi, spends many months
each year in Europe starting
)'eshivas, and his mother comes
from a family that also has a
strong Jewish background.
Asher has an extraordinary
artistic talent which tragically
his family and culture think is
against the Torah. This is a
stvry of a young man and his
struggle not to forsake his
religion, but still follow his
desire to become an artist. My
Name is Asher Lev shows the
Jewish culture in a way that lets
one appreciate and understand
the struggles the Jewish people
face, both in their own Hasidic
society and also the nonJudaic
world.

Raka Kingsland, grade 2
Care Bears: The Trouble With Timothy

The Outsiders is a very
good book that I recommend
you read. It compares and
contrasts the everyday
struggles between poor kids,
the Greasers, and the 1·ich
kids, the Soc. This is an
adventurous yet sad book
which involves fights, gangs,
and death. It's a book that
describes what life can really
be about. The theme that S.E.
Hinton tries to get across to
the readers is that no matter if
you are rich or poor or live in
a good neighborhood or not,
you are still a human being
and should be treated that

Alexander T. Wolf finally gets to
tell his side of the story which
started this whole big bad wolf
thing, and like so many other
stories, especially ones in the world
of adults, it turns out to be a case
of media hype.

Rebekah Niedner, age 5
The True Story of the 3 Little Pigs!
A. Wolf, as told by Jon Scieszka

Julie Manweiler,

11

My Name is Asher Leu

Chaim Potok

he Eleventh Hour is an addicting myste'Ty. Horace,
an elephant, is celebrating his eleventh birthday, and
has invited eleven guests to play eleven games at II :00.
He also pTepaTed a great feast with eleven couTses. But
the feast was stolen! As you search joT the thief you will
find sophisticated clues that are hidden in the impressive
artwoTk. After spending hours seaTching you eliminate
one of the suspects and find out you have just begun to
solve the mystery! On a scale of one to ten, The
leventh Hour deserves an eleven!

Margaret Ruff, grade 8
The Outsiders

S.E. Hinton

Matthew Manweiler, grade 8
The Eleventh Hour

Graeme Base
December I994January I995
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Poems of Jan Willem Schulte Nordholt
translated by Henrietta Ten Harmsel

This photograph is a detail from a baptismal font in Sillenstede, Holland, in which Christ's rescue of Jonah
symbolizes the harrowing of hell. The Cresset acknowledges with thanks the generous permission given by
Eerdmans Publishing Company of Grand Rapids, to reprint these poems and photographs from their new book,
So Much Sky. Henrietta Ten Harmsel is Proft~ssor Emerita of English at Calvin College, and a renowned
translator of the works of Dutch authors.
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..
Little Adam
A brusque and boorish man, walking barefoot,
who with his left hand gives a forceful jerk
to pull the little Jonah from the whale,
awakening little Adam from death's pale;
who saves the human race by hook or crook,
a God like Gulliver in Lilliput.

•

Sillenstede
Een boerse, barse man, die't vaandel schudt
en met de linkerhand met Jors gebaar
de kleine ]ona uit de walvis trekt,
de kleine Adam uit de dood opwekt,
de mensenkindren redt met huid en haar,
een God als Gulliver in Lilliput.

December 1994January 1995
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Heartscript
A restful handwriting fills out for me
the glassy page; it works quite patiendy.
It glides along over the smooth black space,
a look of secret pleasure on its face.
A bit too scholarly, so neat and clear,
though now and then a quick peak may appear.
The pen is homesick, teachers used to say;
the space too small, it wants to run away.
The pen is homesick, therefore it takes aim
but cannot slip outside the window's frame.
It is restrained; that may be good for me:
my heart's blood writes my true biography,
ardendy writing with one beam of light
my life as if it were a wordless poem
of which the meaning later will strike home.

Mene Tekel
Now everything is different than it was.
my eyes keep following the darkened glassthat foreign script that slides and glistens by
as silent as a wrinkle in the sky.
I cannot read the language though I know
it tells the history of my heart and soul.
I look away; who knows what may occur?
It frightens me; I feel like Belshazzar.
My life is being weighed, I see it alla light-thread dancing on the darkened wall.
And what does doctor Daniel read therein?
Mene mene tekel upharsin.
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Hartschrift
Een rustig regelmatig handschrift vult
de glazen pagina, met breed geduld
glijdt het maar voort over het zwarte blad,
alsof het er geheim plezier in had.
Maar wel wat schools, zo
met hier en daar een piek
De pen heeft heimwee, zei
het is of hij de streep niet

netjes op en neer,
een enkle keer.
de meester dan,
vinden kan.

De pen heeft heimwee, daarom schiet hij uit,
maar kan niet uit het kader van de ruit,
hij wordt getemd en dat is ook maar goed,
hij schrijjt mijn waarheid met mijn hartebloed.
Hartstochtelijk schrijft hij met een spoor van licht
mijn Leven als een woordeloos gedicht
waarvan de zin pas later wordt onthuld.

Mene Tekel
Opeens is alles anders dan het was,
ik volg verwonderd op het donker glas
het vreemde schrift dat glanzende verglijdt
geluidloos als een rimpeling in de tijd.
Ik weet niet wat er staat al is de ta al
het handschrift van mijn hart en mijn verhaal.
Ik lees het niet, het brengt mij in de war,
het maakt mij bang, ik ben als Beltsazar.
Mijn leven wordt gewogen en het is
als gloeidraad dansend in de duisternis.
Wat leest de dokter Daniel er in?
Mene mene tekel upharsin.
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This photograph represents a fresco in a burial chapel built by a musical Lutheran family in 1560 in Rynkeby, near
Odense, Denmark, depicting Christ as conductor of thirty-two angels playing a variety of musical instruments.

Finale

Rynkeby

Dogmatics does not teach this anywhere,
unless perhaps in some good book of hymns,
that all the deepest things for which we long
must be fulfilled in music and in song,

Dat staat nergens in de dogmatiek,
hoogstens in het boek van de gezangen,
dat het diepste menselijk verlangen
wordt vervuld met zingen en muziek,

and that the judge on that great day of days,
of which the poets wrote throughout the years,
will not speak wrath and judgment to our ears
but give the sign for singing, both hands raised;

dat de rechter op die dag der dagen
waar de dichter van geschreven heeft
niet van straf en oordeel zal gewagen
maar het teken voor het zingen geeft,

and that the angels then will stand in rings,
each playing his own instrument-en suiteand all the holy saints will rise to sing,
watching the great conductor give the beat.

en dat dan de engelen in kringen
ieder op zijn eigen instrument
spelen en de zalingen dan zingen
ziende op de grote dirigent

That beat strikes up the music of the spheresh e motions it with both hands lifted high.
Enthroned in might and splendor he appears,
seated on rainbow arches in the sky.

die de maat van de muziek der sferen
slaat met beide handen hoog omhoog,
tronende in heerlijkheid en ere
op de banen van de regenboog.
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doesn ' t think she'll make a career of it.
She doesn't know what she might like
to do instead. But she isn't in the least
concerned about that fact. Rhonda is
a bona fide , card-carrying, full-fledged
member of the so-called Generation

X.

Grunge Cinema: Five
by Three for X
Fredrick Barton

For the last two years I've worked
with a young production assistant at a
New Orleans television station to
which I contribute regular pieces of
film commentary. Now nearly 27 years
old, Rhonda is bright, energetic, capable, hard working and likable. She is
also, in the eyes of this aging baby
boomer, more than a little odd. In the
time that I've known her she ' s
changed her hair style almost monthly, its color nearly that often. She currently wears seven different earrings
in her left ear. She had a nose ring for
a while, but has given it up (thank
God!). Last week she got a tattoo. She
likes working at the TV station, but
Fredrick Barton is Professor of English
and Associate Dean of Liberal Arts at the
University of New Orleans. He is the author
of three novels and hundreds offilm pieces.
His reviews in The Cresset alternate with
those ofjennifer Voigt. His most recent piece
was "Hell West, Hell East, " in October of

They are too young to remember
the trauma of Vietnam and the turbulence of the 1960s. They lost their
innocence at an amazingly early age,
and they grew up cynical rather than
idealistic. They are sometimes
depressed, but they are seldom angry.
Their parents experienced the sexual
revolution, but they came of age in
the era of AIDS. They wear their baseball hats backwards, dye their hair
funny colors, sport tattoos and pierce
parts of their bodies other than their
earlobes. They didn't graduate from
college in four years. They are slow to
leave home and remain undecided
about their careers.
These are some of the stereotypes of Generation X, that part of the
American population born after the
Baby Boom. They have reached adulthood now. The oldest are already in
their thirties. And the nation's pundits
are still trying to tag them with a single word or phrase the way the young
people of my generation were labeled
"hippies" or "draft dodgers." Madison
Avenue tries to design ads appealing
to them. Hollywood, of course, tries to
make movies they'll want to go see.
And Hollywood has been as inept
as usual. The musical heroes of
Gen e ration X emerged from the
nation's garages to play "grunge rock. "
Their cinematic heroes are now

emerging from the independent film
movement. The budgets are low. The
acting is spotty. The images are grainy.
But there's some very impressive work
being done, primarily because the writing is often so fresh. One Generation
X filmmaking hero, Quentin
Tarantino, has already come to wide
public attention. Two of his peers you
should look out for are Richard
Linklater and Kevin Smith. This threesome is young and talented, and I
hope they'll be making movies for
years to come. Their product, however, shows some of the characteristics
for which their generation is infamous.
Each of the five features these three
have made exhibits flashes of brilliance marred by structural sloppiness
and thematic murkiness.
I

What if the violent mob flick
Goodfellas was written by Samuel

Becket? O r better perhaps, what if
Waiting for Godot were adapted for the
screen by Martin Scorsese? In the second of these formulations you'd have
a lot of crooks in cheap suits cursing a
blue streak while waiting in a bare
space for a guy named Joe. And, of
course, you'd have some pretty graphic
violence. In other words, what you'd
have is Tarantino's Reservoir Dogs.
The narrative in Reservoir Dogs
concerns a jewel heist gone notoriously bad. A mobster named Joe Cabot
(Lawrence Tierney) puts together an
ostensibly professional team of thieves
for the purpose of knocking over a
wholesale jewel company. To insure
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security for the operation both before
and after, Joe deliberately hires a
group of men who don't know each
other and insists they use code names.
Harvey Keitel is Mr. White, Tim Roth
is Mr. Orange, Steve Buscemi is Mr.
Pink, Michael Madsen is Mr. Blonde
and so forth. With such elaborate
preparations and precautions, the job
ought to come off in a snap. But it
doesn't. Two of the robbers are killed,
as are store employees and policemen. And the surviving crooks all suspect that one of their number is an
undercover cop. Gradually the survivors rendezvous at a warehouse.
Nobody is happy. With the exception
of Mr. White and Mr. Orange, who evidently have come to see themselves as
partners, everybody is suspicious of
everybody else. And where in the hell
is Joe?
The narrative in Tarantino's Pulp
Fiction is cut up into three parts with
an intersecting cast of characters. In
the first story, a drug-trade foot soldier named Vincent Vega Uohn
Travolta) is asked by his forbidding
boss
Marsellus Wallace (Ving
Rhames) to look after Marsellus' wife
Mia (Uma Thurman). Vincent is
extremely apprehensive about this
assignment because the last thug to
escort Mia ended up getting thrown
out a window. The second narrative
concerns a boxer, Butch Coolidge
(Bruce Willis), who refuses Marsellus'
order to take a dive and has to fight his
way out of town. In the midst of trying
to kill each other, Butch and Marsellus
abruptly become allies. And in the
third tale, Vincent and his partner
Jules Winnfield (Samuel L. Jackson)
try to get out of a jam they get into
when Vincent accidentally murders
somebody in Jules' car. Hiding out in
the suburban garage of an ill tempered buddy, Vincent and Jules are
aided by The Wolf (Harvey Keitel), a
dapper mob functionary who specializes in cleaning up crime scenes and
disposing of incriminating evidence.
Richard Linklater's debut feature, Slacker, is notable for its unusual
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style. Slacker in traduces a score or
more characters, each discovered
sequentially as if by chance. The striking style is intimately connected to the
picture's substance. All of the film's
characters are intellectual poseurs
and economic hangers-on. They possess a little education and find it a
dangerous, incapacitating thing. Like
the series of characters in its lens,
(and arguably like the stereotypical
member of Generation X), the camera cannot hold focus; it is forever
wandering off with somebody new.
Linklater's second film, Dazed
and Confused, looks at Generation X in
its youth. Set in an unnamed middleAmerican locale on the last day of
school in May of 1976, Dazed and
Confused is the story of a group of
teens in transition. When the closing
school bell rings, Randy "Pink" Floyd
(Jason London) and his friends quit
being underclassmen and become
high school seniors. A few blocks
away, Mitch Kramer (Wiley Wiggins)
and his friends finish eighth grade
and become high school freshmen. By
tradition, the two . groups collide
immediately because it's the job of the
new seniors to initiate the new freshmen through a ritual of hazing. As he
does in Slacker, Linklater introduces us
to a huge cast of characters. A hectic
afternoon of hazing gives way to a wild
night of partying and petty vandalism.
Eventually a new day dawns and pitifully little is meaningfully different.
Stereotypes of the members of
Generation X are perhaps most fully
exploited in Kevin Smith's Clerks.
Dante Hicks (Brian O'Halloran) is
nearly 23 years old. He's a high school
graduate, but he hasn't made much
progress in college, a fact persistently
aggravating to his current girlfriend
Veronica (Marilyn Ghigliotti). Dante
lives in a cluttered one-room apartment and makes his living running a
cash register at a working-class neighborhood Quick Stop in New Jersey.
Dante's best friend Randal Ueff
Anderson) is the cashier at the video
store next store. As Clerks begins,

Dante is called by his boss to report to
work on his scheduled day off. When
he arrives, things begin to go wrong.
A gum salesman tries to intimidate customers dropping in to buy cigarettes.
A patron dies in the restroom. Dante is
ticketed for selling cigarettes to a
minor. And things take a bad turn in
Dante's private life as well. Veronica
offhandedly confesses to some sexual
indiscretions. One of Dante's old girlfriends dies and another for whom he
continues to carry a torch announces
her engagement to be married. In a
self-pitying mantra that might have
been written by Kurt Cobain, Dante
repeatedly complains, ''I'm not even
supposed to be here."

n
Tarantino, Linklater and Smith
all write smashing dialogue resulting
in comedy more delicious than any
other currently being produced in
world cinema. A shared tactic is a parody of popular culture delivered with
the seriousness of a graduate school
seminar paper. Reservoir Dogs opens
with the crooks having lunch in a
diner. Full of macho posturing, rude
insults and taunting jokes, their conversation is brilliantly written and hysterically funny . While the others
kibitz, Mr. Brown (Tarantino himself)
holds forth with an interpretive analysis of Madonna's "Like a Virgin" that
ought to be required reading for intra
classes in literary criticism. Later, as
the lunch meeting breaks up, the
crooks launch into an inane debate
about the protocols of tipping. A subsequent flashback to Joe's first meeting
with his men chronicles such craziness
as Mr. Pink arguing passionately for a
more masculine color.
One long wonderful passage in
Pulp Fiction is set at a place called Jack
Rabbit Slim's, a diner where the seats
are 1950s convertibles and the wait
staff is Jane Mansfield and Buddy
Holly. While dining, Mia and Vincent
don't talk about much other than their
food. But with Tarantino putting the
The O·esset
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' in their mouths, we could listen
words
to them all night. The same can be
said of the completely insane plan we
hear a couple of convenience-store
robbers (Tim Roth and Amanda
Plummer) concoct as they decide to
shift their operation to diners. My
favorite moments in Pulp Fiction,
though, arrive via the theological ramblings of Jules Winnfield. Mter a narrow escape in a shootout, Jules
decides that his deliverance is an act of
God that obligates him henceforth to
examine the true meaning of scripture
he has heretofore quoted to torment
victims shortly before killing them. At
the end he decides he's been called to
walk the earth-like David Carradine's
Cain in the 1970s TV series "Kung
Fu."
Linklater's pictures are jampacked with comedy, practically one
hundred percent of which proceeds

from things people say. The mal-educated characters in Slacker are forever
holding forth with another instance of
illogic. Dazed and Confused offers an
impassioned discussion in a girls'
restroom about the sexism of Gilligan's
Island. Seems that boys can fantasize
about both Ginger and Mary Ann. But
what girl could possibly be interested
in Gilligan, the Skipper, Mr. Howell or
even the Professor, in the girls' estimation a nerd, an old man, a fatty and
a moron? Pop psychology rears its
ugly head as well, as a nerdy senior
details his concerns about a recent sex
dream in which he finds himself making love to a girl with a beautiful body
but the head of Abraham Lincoln.
In Clerks Dante and Randal sustain a debate over the sociological and
thematic differences attending the
destruction of the death planets in
Star Wars and Return of the Jedi. Randal

Uma Thurman and john Travolta in Quentin Tarantino's Pulp Fiction .
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is comfortable with the violence in the
first movie, concluding that justice was
served and all who died deserved their
fates. He's concerned, however, that
the filmmakers responsible for the latter film were cruelly indifferent to the
fates of innocent construction workers
who were presumably (though never
seen) still at their labors when the climactic violence breaks out.

III
In contrast to dialogue and character development, plot is a secondary
concern for these filmmakers and a
particular weakness for Tarantino. The
very premise of Reservoir Dogs is artificial. The crooks may all know each
other only by code names. But they all
know Joe and through him the
anonymity of the operation is instantly
compromised. Moreover, Joe's deci-

Photo l7y Linda R. Chen.
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sion to hire the undercover cop
emerges as baldly contrived. And the
fact that Mr. Blonde turns out to be a
monstrous psycho seems to arrive from
outer space. Most important, how
exactly has Mr. White formed such a
bond of affection for Mr. Orange?
This last constitutes the heart of the
film's conflict, that between personal
loyalty and professional detachment. It
is abidingly annoying, then, that
Tarantino leaves the connection
between these two men to form offscreen.
Though more ambitiously structured, Pulp Fiction doesn't really hold
together either. The separate parts
overlap, but they never connect. And
when the end comes, we find ourselves aching for rather more closure
than we're provided, particularly
about the characters of Mia and Butch.
Moreover, two longish passages here
don't rise to the imaginative level of
the sections surrounding them.
Butch's story is brought to a complete
halt about half way through for a
flashback about his family's heirloom
watch, a passage that's really just an
adolescent dirty joke. And the even
longer section involving The Wolf
keeps making narrative promises
which it fails to keep.
The problem with Linklater's
Slacker is its one-idea premise. You get
the point about its characters' aimlessness pretty quickly, and its repetitive
style soon grows wearisome. Dazed and
Confused is stronger in this regard. It
shares with Slacker a concern with
characters adrift. Everybody the camera happens upon in the first film is
somebody in between, somebody who
used to be a student or used to have a
job, somebody who hasn't quite figured out what he's going to do with his
life. In the second picture, the characters are all seemingly spinning about
without a proper sense of direction.
Randy has a dim sense that the best
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things in life might not be found on a
football field. But about the only thing
he can identify to replace the thrill of
athletic stardom is the hedonism of
routine drug use. Like the other
eighth-graders, Mitch just wants to survive high school hell night, but one
senses his own moral seduction as he
drinks beer and smokes dope for the
first time and eases into a relationship
with the seniors who stand atop the
school's social pecking order. The plot
in Dazed and Confused doesn't really
take you anywhere, but it doesn't screw
up while it's marching in place.
Narrative developments in Clerks
range from absolutely nonsensical to
only unlikely. At one point Dante and
Randal play full-contact roller hockey
on the Quick Stop roof. The gum
salesman manages to orchestrate a
small-scale anti-smoking riot among a
group of customers who come to the
Quick Stop to buy cigarettes. Veronica
heatedly contends that performing an
act of oral copulation is not an example of "having sex." And one of
Dante's former girlfriends has intercourse with a corpse. "Real" such
things are not. But, of course, the
exaggeration in each of these scenes is
part of what enables them to succeed
comedically.
IV

Tarantino, Linklater and Smith
are all gifted enough storytellers to
attend to issues of plot whenever it
becomes in their interest to do so. I
have less confidence about their ability to address the thematic murkiness
that proceeds from each of the five
works I've discussed here. Tarantino
creates brilliant surfaces. His characters are continually surprising. Smith's
and Linklater's characters, too, say the
darnedest things. But enormously
entertaining as they are, what exactly
are these five films about? What do

they have to say about the human condition? Tarantino seems almost pathologically fearful of anything
approaching sentiment or suggestive
of meaning. And I don't think he can
reach his full paten tial as an artist
until he conquers such fears. Smith's
Clerks is as funny a movie as I've seen
in a very long while. And for 'that I
stand ready to forgive it just about anything. But I certainly don't find in
Clerks a statement about Generation X
that runs any deeper than the notion
that the world sure is a mess.
Tarantino has won the biggest
audience among the three so far, but
in Dazed and Confused Linklater has
made the most searching movie .
Linklater sketches his characters with
bold, telling strokes. He's not yet in
Robert Altman's league, but his ability
to breathe life into so many is a signal
accomplishment, particularly given his
range of exploration from nerd to
stud, dropout to brain, good-time girl
to wallflower. Still, as with the others
here, something significant is missing:
a point of view. For the kids in George
Lucas's American Graffiti, to which
Dazed and Confused has frequently
been compared, something terribly
important lay in the balance. On a
long night of cruising Lucas's characters decide who it is they are going to
become. Not nearly so much is at stake
in Dazed and Confused. Mitch's seduction is rendered as inevitable. In four
years he'll be like Randy. And Randy
is at sea. When my Generation X production assistant Rhonda tells me that
her proudest recent achievement is
having her navel pierced, I acknowledge that Linklater knows his audience. But like Tarantino and Smith,
gifted and entertaining as they are,
Linklater's not yet attempting to tell
that audience anything they don't
already know. 0
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"KUptE , 1tOU EtOt 't<X
OtOOJ.!EVa"
["But, l.ocd, wme Are Thy Data?'1

Arvid F. Sponberg
I

Q. What is the difference
between a business and a university?
A. A business produces profits
and a university creates prophets.
Or something like that.

n
And seeing the multitudes,a he
went up into a mountain: and when he
was set, his disciplesb came unto him:
And h e opened his mouth, and
taught them, saying
Blessed are the poor in spirit: for
theirs is the kingdom of heaven ....

Gus Sp on b erg, chair of the English
Department at Valparaiso University, has
spent the Fall collecting data for the department's report to The College of Arts and
Sciences' Academic Program Review
Committee.
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to hear, "Well, that's merely anecdoAnd everyone that heareth these
sayings of mine, and doeth them not, tal" uttered to discount, or even disshall be likened unto a foolish man, qualify, the import of a story. What is
going on here? Why this readiness to
which built his house upon the sand:
And the rain descended, and the diminish narrative?
It's a way of holding the story's
floods came, and the winds blew, and
beat upon the house; and it fell: and point at bay, a way of saying, "I understand what you tell me, but due to the
great was the fall of it.
And it came to pass, when Jesus · form of its expression, I need not give
had ended these sayings, the people it much weight, or account for it in my
thinking."
were astonished at his doctrine. c
Oh?
What property of the anecdote
m
excuses you from weighing its implicaHere is a phrase I've heard more
tions?
than once this autumn: "Of course,
IV
that's just anecdotal." And always in
tones dismissive, even deprecatory, if
used by one of another's story; or in
As I recall the persons whom I
notes wistful, even apologetic, if used have heard use the phrase, I find that
by speakers about their own tales.
all of them hold positions in university
Speakers offer us a story, usually administrations. I have not heard any
brief, but sometimes of a few minutes'
members of my department-the
length. The story has a point. It illus- English department-use it. Not surtrates an idea, or a circumstance, or a prising, that, I suppose, given the high
motive. Or it emphasizes the ineffec- value literary scholars place on narrativeness of a decision or the validity of tive. And in conversations in which the
a policy. The telling of it requires phrase occurred, the anecdote did
recall, selection, and shaping of detail; point a question at some policy or
awareness of audience; aptness of other. Well, it develops that instead of
metaphor, diction, and connotation. anecdote, the dismisser preferred data.
In the context of general faculty
Telling an anecdote-and telling it
well-improvising it on the fly at a conversation, it's fairly easy to deterpace appropriate to the slant of con- mine what someone means by "data."
versation-requires art. It is no small Compared to our brothers and sisters
feature of the inscape of human rela- in other parts of the economy, we're
not so very sophisticated in such
tions.
And so I find it puzzling, a little, things. "Data" could mean FTEs-FullTime Equivalents-applied to either
students or faculty, as a measure of
a some authorities add of a number> 103
size, for purposes of comparison year
b some authorities add of a number > 10 x
over year. Or it might mean SCHs1.2
c some authorities add except Thomas, who
Student Credit Hours - applied to
opened his mouth saying, But, Lard, where are
enrollments in courses, as a rating of
thy data?
I
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interest, or to faculty as a rating of a
teacher's work load. Or it might be the
more familiar GPA-Grade Point
Average-derived from students'
grades as a means of weighting the
quality of work done in courses awarding more credits. Or we might talk
about about the Rate of Retention-a
measure of the number of students
who stay at a university expressed as a
percent of the number of students
admitted. And another datum that
draws a lot of attention is the Tuition
Discount, a measure of the amount of
unrestricted financial aid awarded to
students expressed as a percent of the
unrestricted tuition income.
By these data-and I'm sure
these are just the peak of a mountain-university
administrators
attempt to assess the condition of a
university. One advantage of these
data-and of data generally-is that
they permit comparisons: of past with
present, of school with school, of predictions with experience. And just as
there is an art of the anecdote, so
there is an art of data, an art of collection, selection, shaping, and interpretation. Just as speakers may tell
anecdotes poorly, or inepdy link them
to the conversation, so administrators
may commit infelicities in the collection and application of data.
But an interesting point arises
when we compare anecdotes and data:
by themselves, data have less power
than stories to move people. This is
true because the power of the anecdote derives, in part, from its capacity
to carry several ideas simultaneously
into the heart and mind of the listener.
For example, consider this anecdote told to me by a university administrator. He had got this anecdote
from a colleague, and she, in turn, had
got it at a national meeting of adminstrators from an administrator at the
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university involved. (Noting the tale's
provenance emphasizes the hegemony
of the anecdote even among those
who most honor data.)
At Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute, in Troy, New York, (this
administrator said), the retention rate
during recent years had worsened. It
had been especially troubling in the
Freshman class. Too many students
dropped out of RPI during or after
their first year. RPI's leaders, by means
not disclosed in this anecdote, determined that first year students found
textbooks and lectures to be obstacles
to learning, on the whole. The solution crystallized: eliminate textbooks,
lectures (and, presumably, lecturers).
Replace them with computers
equipped with appropriate software.
The devices presented information in
a way that, to the students, was more
familiar and stimulating. Moreover,
students could more readily control
the pace of their own learning. Result:
a significant improvement in the rate
of retention.
The person who told me this
anecdote happens to be deeply interested in means of reducing the number of faculty at our university. Yet he
quickly pointed out the difficulty of
putting, say, history or literature courses on computer. He said something
like, "If you release two faculty for a
year to develop software for one
course, what do you get? A course that
can be taught only by the people who
developed the software!"
So the point of the anecdote was,
apparendy, rather like the point of the
story of the two thieves crucified with
Jesus: A) Don't presume. One of the
thieves was damned (you might be
replaced by computers). B) Don't
despair. One of the thieves was saved
(you will probably retire before a computer can replace you.)
But, you ask, doesn't the RPI

story show how data (rate of retention)
move people to change (replace texts
and lectures with computer)? In a
sense, yes-but my question is: how
did I find out about the data? By listening to a story. Data by themselves
accomplish nothing. Data carried in,
with, and by, a story may accomplish
something.
University administrators, anyone, in fact, who cares about the longterm welfare of universities, ought not
so quickly to dismiss evidence that is
"merely anecdotal." We ought not to
imagine that data have any meaning at
all apart from the stories which they
inhabit and which carry them into our
hearts and minds. And if we spent
more time telling the university's
story-what it stands for, what it does,
where it is going-than collecting the
university's data, why then perhaps the
spirit of the university would thrive
and the data would almost take care of
themselves.
Somewhat unexpectedly, but
appropriately in this season, the story
of Christ's nativity yields a lesson on
this point. By modern standards, the
story is remarkably free of data. In fact,
there are few data at all in the entire
story of Jesus' ministry, the number of
loaves and fishes being, perhaps, the
most memorable exception. Of necessity, then, each person becomes
Christian not through data but
through story. By parables and exhortations and actions, Jesus shaped the
future of us all.
However, some people missed
the Nativity: Caesar Augustus and his
administrators busied themselves at
just that time trying to enroll-NRSV
says register-all the world. While they
collected their data, God blessed our
lives by another way. God sent the
Word into the world. It became flesh
and lived among us. Alleluia! 0
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POPULAR
CULTURE

The Canon's Roar
James Combs
It was thirty years ago , in 1964,
that an obscure Canadian humanities
professor named Herbert Marshall
McLuhan published a book entitled
Understanding M edia. It was one of
those rare events (the publication of
Veblen's Theory of the Leisure Class was
another) where a difficult "intellectual "-some would say undecipherable-book created an immediate
sensation, and soon educated people
spoke knowingly of "media implosion,"
"the global village," "hot and cool
media," and "the medium is the message" (just as they once did of the new
Veblenisms: "conspicuous consumption , " "pecuniary decency, " and
"menial contamination").
Like
Veblen ' s book, Understanding M edia
Jim Combs lives in rural Virginia and
writes about popular culture. H e is the
author of over a dozen books on the subject,
frequently concerning politics as drama. It
is not betraying a confidence to surmise that
he did not vote for Oliver North.
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came along at the right time saying the
right thing: we were now in the
"media age" (no longer, notice, merely
the age of the press), and anyone who
would understand what was unfolding
in the late twentieth century had to
grasp the nature and power of the various media that "extended" our lives
(and not only or merely, notice again,
just television).
It was easy to misinterpret or overinterpret McLuhan, especially because
his active mind was always changing
and altering and learning, to the great
confusion of everyone else. He
became so much a part of the language that he was reduced to a few
popularized ideas, one of which was
that books, the printed page, reading,
and "the print culture" were now
being superseded. The world of the
"Gutenberg galaxy"-linear and
sequential thought, the concept of
rationality, the power of literacy to
organize activities, and the organizational world that flows from the use of
words-would be superceded by the
electronic culture of instant access to a
constant flow of images and information, and in his more utopian musings,
"the human family becomes one tribe
again". As several critics have pointed
out, McLuhan may have been right
about the advent of a new media culture, but he didn't anticipate that such
a culture would acquire some of the
worst features of village life-the nosiness that makes privacy difficult, the
use of gossip and rumor to destroy, the
spread of irrational beliefs in magic
and myth, the reliance on itinerant
opinion leaders to explain thingsthat make the media tribe less than
benevolent.

Perhaps the most alarming prediction McLuhan seemed to be making
was that we were witnessing the
obsolesence of the book and the end
of the centrality of reading. (This was
not quite what he said, but again popularization led to that conclusion;
McLuhan himself was decidedly a
print man who loved and devoured
substantial books, averaging in his heyday about thirty-five a week!) For people who value books, this seemed to
threaten civilization as we have known
it, and the heritage of "the great
books" that formed the core of the
philosophical and humanistic tradition
of the world. If people stopped reading the great books, were we then
threatened with a reversion to barbarism more pernicious than the Dark
Ages when a few monks kept learning
alive and even figures like
Charlemagne couldn' t read?
Thirty years later, McLuhan ' s
general thesis about the new social and
psychic power of a "wired" world obviously still has merit, and those who
feared the eclipse of the book and
reading in the process have indeed
seen a decline in the personal habit of
reading and the social value attributed
to print. We now get more and more
of our knowledge of the world from
popular "visual" media, and less from
"serious" newspapers, a print medium
whose very existence is sorely threatened. The older rituals of reading
seem an irrelevance and a bore to
most people, used to dealing with a
parade of images rather than the logic
of prose read on a page. We don't
read as much as we scan: reading is a
part of our daily grazing pattern, seeking those images and ideas that sate
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our hunger for current information. It
is not an intellectual as much as a sensate process for "multimedia" folks
who have learned how to understand
and use information from a variety of
sources.
In the process older skills atrophy: the ability to read and write (and
for that matter punctuate) declines,
the ability to think in broad temporal
terms outside of "now" disappears, and
the idea of a substantial and monadic
self is replaced by a protean and
nomadic self that lives in a sea of
churning and fathomless virtual experiences. Anyone who teaches is well
aware that books and reading are
marginal to many students' lives,
which is increasingly "occupied" by
popular culture, a form of superficial
learning that is for them more accessible and less demanding and dreary.
Reading a difficult book for them is an
agonizing chore the point of which is
difficult to explain. Why do I have to
do this? Teachers in higher education
now get memos from book companies
asking them to plead with their students to buy the required text, much
less read it; and a familiar form of
anthropoid braggadocio along fraternity row is to say defiantly "I didn't
crack a book and got a B" or "I was
here four years and never went into
the library," as if wasting your time in
college and self-sentencing yourself to
a life of mediocrity and ignorance is
somehow an achievement to be proud
of, the academic distinction of magna
cum primate.

It is in this new media atmosphere,
I think, that the apocalyptic talk
among the cognoscenti about "the end
of literature" occurs. Some on the
Literary Left want to capitulate altogether and sleep with the enemy, having students ignore or trash the
traditional "canon" of literature and
read popular literature, what they read
anyhow. These folks at least do understand that students still do read, but
what they read is not CritLit but rather
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Pop.Lit, the stuff of drugstore bookstalls and bestseller lists and word of
mouth. Students, like most people
who choose to read nowadays, want to
select what they read, and want a quick
and easy "good read." The readings of
The Norton Reader or a "core reading
list" is academic work, what the adults
say is good for you, like flu shots and
low-fat foods and sexual abstinence. A
Harlequin romance or Western or
mystery or espionage thriller may not
be "educational" for you, but it's
diverting, amusing, fun, a guilty pleasure. On the other hand, the Literary
Right wants a traditonal canon forced
on students precisely because it is
good for them in the sense of moral
uplift and castor oil, another form of
authority they need to be told to
respect, even if reading through it is
unendurably boring and silently
thought an utter waste of time.
(Speaking of dead white males, has
anybody been watching the fellows
from the American Enterprise
Institute?)
Canons to the Left of them!
Canons to the Right of them! We
should not wonder that students think
politicized academicians to be lamebrains, and reading lists a colossal
waste of time. Let the academic generals charge into the canons' blast.
When there is institutional argument
about what students should be reading, they are made suspicious that
there is something going on that isn't
on the level, and the idea of a canon
phony. And they are quite right: both
sides want to use "literature" as propaganda, and want books on and off the
list for political reasons. So the students do the rational thing: they don't
bother to read the sacred texts at all.
The effect of politicizing the Great
Books is to have students conclude
that such works possess no intrinsic
merit nor vivacity, only political utility
in making them into either text-slashing deconstructionists or good obedient citizens. I have seen these reading

lists from such schools as Duke and
Stanford (often for freshman civilization survey courses and suchlike) and
they are just dreadful. When you get
to the end, does anyone ask and
answer the question, "well, so what?",
"Why bother?" It shouldn't then surprise us that on any given day at elite
schools, at least one-third of the students are effectively on strike, not
attending class, and probably relaxing
somewhere reading Tom Clancy or
Danielle Steel.
I suspect that before academical
activists completely alienate students
from reading, someone had better
silence and spike the canons. The
Department of Canonology should be
disbanded, and the canonologists shot
at sunrise. Debates about "what we
should be reading" become a Hall of
Fame controversy, as in "should Franz
Kafka and Pete Rose be admitted?"
Rather than trying to convey either disrespect or respect for past writers, perhaps it would be better to get across
how to read a book and why books are
worth reading. And here the categories of "high" and "popular" literature collapse a bit: since the students
are familiar with popular literature,
you can show them how formulaic pop
stuff is, how popular writers get those
formulas for plot and character and so
on from high literature, and in what
sense you can discriminate the good
stuff from the merely ordinary and
repetitious and familiar. Notice the
important sense in which the popular
political and social comedy of Will
Rogers and Mr. Dooley and Mark
Russell descends from Aristophanes,
and that American film nair is a form of
popular tragedy. Students might be
delighted to know that Shakespeare's
Tempest became Hollywood's Forbidden
Planet, and that the rustic sheriff in
Bringing Up Baby was based on
Dogberry from Much Ado about
Nothing. If students get a sense that
what they are used to reading (and
seeing, and hearing) is part of a
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human tradition of storytelling, the
Canons could be melted down into
plowshares with which to cultivate the
garden of reading delights.
In a way, creativity is a matter of
creating a new formula, which then
acquires popular force and fame. It
certainly would enhance our understanding of heroism if we could relate
Achilles to John Wayne, villainy to link
together the medieval Satan and Ann
Rice's Lestat, trace the tradition of the
temptress from Circe to la belle dame
sans merci to Sharon Stone. Maybe
we're doing this backwards: we should
start with the popular experience of
students, and work our way backwards
through the non-canon of storytelling,
back to that Neolithic shaman who
told tribal tales of gods and demons
and heroes and damsels that seemed
to dance in the firelight. The core
mythos of the humanities becomes homo
narrans, humankind the storyteller,
and the primal scene that fiery
shamanistic storytime that begins with
the line, "Once upon a time ... ".
But it will be a hard sell. Students,
and for that matter the many more
non-students in the work force, are
McLuhan' s children . Their daily
encounter with "written" words and
reading is increasingly on computer
screens, a necessity at work and playful
at home. McLuhan would be fascinated: what does it mean for a culture
when people "talk" by computers, call
up news on internet circuits, write
books on computer screens? (I used
to pound on a old Royal manual typewriter, and the words that appeared on
paper seemed to me to have substance,
carved in the stone of a clattering
"front page" era machine that would
be put in a book that endured; now I
merely peck on a computer, and the
words seem more ephemeral, floating
in some nether world I do not control
nor understand, easily erasable and
forgotten, lost in virtual space.) The
old-timey book may indeed be obsolete. Now publishers are moving
toward "custom publishing", printouts
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and discs and CD-ROMs and so forth
that are very up to date and easily
alterable.
But many experts think that just
an intermediate step; soon most all
reading materials, textbooks included,
will be a property of the computer,
and reading will be wholly an exercise
of the screen and not the page. The
sturdiness of the book, something you
kept and reread and underlined and
quoted and categorized into canons,
becomes a thing of the past. One has
less reason to encounter a traditional
book format, and more reason to take
part in "the new reading" in an electronic world.
In the spirit of
McLuhan, we need to calculate what
may be the psychic and social impact
of such a significant change. In the
twenty-first century, what kind of civilization can we expect when it no
longer values, or uses, the book? Are
scholars, ostensibly the "carriers" of
civilization , debating and defending
the canon of great books at precisely
the time all books great and small are
becoming an historical irrelevance,
like Aristotle praising the polis at the
moment of its Alexandrian demise?
Are those people who believe in books
destined to be seen as a small and
eccentric cult of believers, like Ray
Bradbury's forlorn band who secretly
memorize books in Fahrenheit 45l?
This is an alarming and disorienting historical evenuality for those of us
who treasure books. But perhaps we
should not be too depressed at the
prospect. The number of people in
the population who read seriously has
never been large, nor has the democratization of culture and education
likely raised that number significantly.
The battlers over the canon are an
amusement because they assume there
is a significant number of people who
take great books seriously, when in fact
most people are basically non-readers,
and non-intellectuals, and seem to
lead perfectly normal and happy lives
without ever delving into the preSocratics or the metaphysical poets.

So booklovers just ought to own up to
being oddballs and be content with
that. Canon wars have an air of arcane
internecine strife among devotees at a
time when the external world cares
not at all, and indeed even the student
clientele for "education" is impossible
to convert, save for a few weirdos who
haunt libraries. The great majority, in
and out of school, is quite right to not
take academic canonading seriously;
but it really is too bad, and always has
and will be, that they won't take books
seriously.
As McLuhan understood, the
power of the book was that it forced
logical and patterned thought, objective reflection, and retained social
knowledge ("I read it in a book"). For
many people, this very stillness is
threatening: books focus our attention on ourselves and our relation to
the world. Reading makes us sit still,
encounter a printed page, follow an
argument, complete a temporally slow
and demanding task. Reading takes
patience, persistence, and the exercise
of intellect. Some of the best of the
great books are fun, but they all are
demanding, and involve uncomfortable engagement. And they take a
great deal of time, a commodity
increasingly difficult for people to set
aside for reading. For many of
McLuhan's children, the medium is
indeed the message, since light reading, watching TV, and listening to rock
music is playful and formulaic diversion; but for those few who try the
heavy stuff, the message is the medium
(or, more precisely, the message is in
the medium, the book). And the messages are not easily accessible or
understandable, even in a "core list"
collection of readings. Popular literature may be derivative, but it usually
doesn't threaten or challenge in the
best sense (this is not to say it isn't
memorable: I can recall at age twelve
or so surreptitiously reading Mickey
Spillane's /, the Jury, which ends with
Mike Hammer in revenge shooting his
beautiful and naked lover Charlotte,
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who as she dies asks how he could do
it, and he replies, "It was easy"; it was
at this moment, I believe, that I
embraced existentialism.)
One may wonder whether in the
media age canonical-class books, the
best that has been thought and said,
will retain only an antiquarian interest,
buried in a kind of classics department
of ancient thought, attracting a few
students and scholars who are held in
the same low esteem as, say, professors
of Sumerian language or refrigeration
and cooling. For the idea of a Canon
offers only status, in the bound leather
volumes of the Harvard Classics or the
Great Books that repose unopened in
the dens of the wealthy, or snobbery
on the campuses wherein classicists or
humanities departments feel themselves a cut above the lesser breeds of
man in the business school. In any
case, the eclipse of the chance, if only
for a daring few, to encounter great
minds will be a irreparable loss. The
difficulty is that such an encounter
requires lonely and agonizing intellectual work at a time when the common
motto is, "don't think, just look."
Popular culture has taught us not to
take anything seriously, and that we
needn't take intellectual risks or
engage in difficult and fearsome confrontations with printed meaning .
McLuhan maintained that the advent
of the book and reading gave rise to
individualism, and anyone who reads a
great deal can intuitively understand
that argument. Hard books are hard
work, and one cannot come away from
Aeschylus or Montaigne or Nietzsche
or Peirce without a sense of personal
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growth. But in the age of the lonely
crowd, we want sensory connectedness
rather than individual self-knowledge,
even if it is with pseudo-communities
(such as the electronic church or
shopping networks or Internet bulletin
boards) and pseudo-friends (such as
celebrities and politicians and pop
writers like Stephen King).
The greatest blow to the humanities, and perhaps the real reason for
the millenia! hope or fear about civilized thought and tradition, is that we
are abandoning the root reason for
learning: hope. Even the best of our
students cannot seem to overcome the
prevalent climate of defeatism and
hopelessness that pervades not only
the popular media but also politics
and "high culture." We see a government seemingly a prisoner of powerful
interests indifferent to suffering or justice, with a Senate full of plutocrats,
some of whom spent millions of their
own money, and many millions more
of wealthy interests, to buy their seats;
a culture that rewards athletes with
gigantic sums but starves and attacks
the humanities, and panders to imbecilic TV ministers who turn "humanism" in to a dirty word; and an
economy of vast gaps in wealth,
though typified by desperately overworked families trying to make do. It
is not a humane era, so the individual
is drawn towards tribal identifications,
from talk radio to the black Muslims to
the National Rifle Association to
United We Stand. The electronic village allows us a myriad of ways to do
that, offering us immediate comfort
and not long-term hope. Tribalism,

after all, is defensive, and the individual gives us his or her individuality as
they "implode" into the group.
McLuhan's own humanistic hopes that
so gripped a more hopeful age now
seem charming and naive to us, since
he did not fully calculate the dark side
of the electronic force that draws us
into warring and irreconcilable tribes,
nor the anti-humanistic fervor that a
popular world can conjure. The
canon's roar is not now a bang, but a
whimper. Yet those few who love and
respect books are part of another
tribe, even a cult, the tribe of civilized
humanity. They are like the firebearer
of those roaming Neolithic bands of
Cro-Magnons, the one who carried the
tribal fire to light campfires wherever
they would stop. The flame sometimes
burns brightly at brief and shining
moments, and at others almost flickers
out, but never goes out altogether.
The civilized legacy of humankind
always needs a sturdy band of firecarriers, to bear that hopeful flame towards
a future that might overcome the tribal animosities and political idiocies of
the present. That flickering hope
seems good enough reason to read the
books that are worth reading, which is
something the individual reader and
not politicians and professors can
decide. But it is pretty to think you
can actually be a firebearer carrying in
his or her head and keeping on your
bookshelf one of the few things that
separate our curious species from the
neanderthals and the numbskulls.
Read any good books lately? 0
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Ted Peters. Sin: Radical Evil in Soul
and Society. Eerdmans, 1994, 338 pp.

Some years ago I first thought
about the phrase "radical evil" which
Ken Seeskin used in his article on the
Holocaust. Even assisted by Seeskin, I
remember struggling with what that
could mean, because evil seemed to
me to be already radical. Still, Ken's
arguments are persuasive; we do have
ways that evil as evil can be managed
intellectually within a larger way of
looking at things. Some ways of
thinking about evil are necessary
pieces of how we ordinarily
understand the world and the way the
world works. These manageable
versions of"evil are hardly radical, as
Seeskin understands the word, since,
far from having our basic way of
understanding things challenged, we
can make evil fit neatly into our
systems.
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I am inclined to think that most
people can fit evil into their overall
view of things. Our talk and thinking
about evil often gets tamed because we
cannot long tolerate an evil that eats
away at the roots of our worldview.
Somehow, even if it means tossing
away long-held convictions, we make
peace with the abstract idea of evil by
making it fit into something that
makes sense . Christianity has done
this through the centuries with only an
occasional blip that arises when a
thinking person wonders out loud
whether the fit is so neat as we think.
We sometimes find people asking
questions that are too penetrating and
too disturbing to keep thinking about
too long. So we retreat to our
worldview to find an answer. That is,
we try not to make evil radical in this
way. Radical evil is just too hard to
face honestly.
Seeskin . argued that the
Holocaust is radical evil because this
historical event cannot be reduced to
an idea or neatly fit into a system. The
awareness that more than a million
children were herded into installations
and gassed, sometimes only stunned
before being burned in ovens is too
ghastly and real to be tucked away as a

neat fit into our usual systems of
thinking. Evil like this challenges the
roots of our thinking precisely because
we cannot make this fit. Our tendency
to treat evil in this way, all the while
knowing that we really have the
magical way to "solve" its riddle,
affronts the memory of those who saw
this happen, who tell us the stories of
the cries and anguish of parents and
children alike. With the inherited
memory of Holocaust survivors I have
now redefined evil to include a way of
knowing evil that dares us to trivialize
the memory by making it fit. Indeed,
it is the legacy of this set of stories that
some people thought they were able,
incredible as it seems, to make this evil
fit. They thought they could justify
what was happening.
I have not ceased to give tl1ought
to what Seeskin's words have meant to
my understanding of evil. He is not
alone in arguing that in the Holocaust
we have met a threshold of meaning, a
turning point in our way of seeing
things. Ken himself has backed away
from the sheer radicality of his original
idea, but a growing body of literature,
a mass of reflection on this theme,
now exists. And it is from this context
that has so shaped my own thinking I
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hear Ted Peters' new book sub-title,
"Radical Evil in Soul and Society." I
admit that I may hear these words
ideosyncratically. I hear them with
certain kinds of expectations. I want
to think that this Lutheran theologian
is leading us into a full appreciation of
what most of us have accepted as truth,
that Christian thinking about evil
cannot be the same as it has been,
given the radical nature of the evil we
find in the Holocaust. I know my own
bias, but I have to say I am
disappointed by this effort.
If I did not hear this theme
through the ears that have also heard
the stories of survivors, I probably
would not feel the same level of
disappointment.
Peters surely
presents a rich and far-reaching survey
of evil that does and can beset our
lives. He draws on thinkers who are at
the center of the discussion on evil in
our time, people like Robert Lifton
and Alexander Solzhenitsyn. But the
message that comes ringing through
this book is that evil is not radical at all
but once again can be made to fit into
our worldview. The neat re-ordering
of the deadly sins that form the basic
structure of this book-pride,
concupiscence, selfjustification, etc.show the real intent of this author, to
corral once again the various aspects
of evil into a manageable picture .
Thus, under the heading of cruelty we
are able to sort out, with a disarming
ease, the range of experiences that are
detailed in stories so utterly different
as the practice of torture in El
Salvador and the stories of Nazi
doctors in Auschwitz. Let me spend
just a brief moment reflecting on these
two examples of cruelty so that I can
explain some of the feeling of
disappointment that arises when I read
what Ted Peters has written.
Peters' description of torture as
an example of cruelty is fascinating for
those of us here at Valparaiso
University because he tells the story of
Heidi Michaelson who has the
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distinction of being both a pastoral
candidate at Pacific Lutheran
Seminary where Peters teaches and
also a graduate of the Deaconess
program at Valparaiso University. As I
lead us into Heidi's story, let me say
that most scholars who have dealt with
the question of whether the Holocaust
is unique have argued that attempts to
universalize the Holocaust (trying to
make the Holocaust seem like other
events in history) end up robbing each
historical event of its particular power
to teach us.
Heidi's story of her experience in
El Salvador is a powerful example of
the potential for cruelty that can arise
in the midst of violent political
conflict. She was not physically abused
except by the long hours of physical
isolation, and the treatment she
received during that time varied from
person to person. The cruelty she
refers to is the psychological torture
very explicitly applied by her
interrogators. She was threatened with
physical violence as part of attempts to
manipulate her sense of reality. These
tactics, not unlike the descriptions
offered by Jean Amery of the tactics of
Nazi interrogators, were perhaps
unique because she was an American
and she was a woman, since both of
these factors made her situation
different from others imprisoned by
the Salvadoran military. Of course, a
more detailed description of Heidi's
whole experience would be needed to
make full comparisons.
The problem is the comparison
itself, however. If we set Heidi's
experience alongside of descriptions
of torture in Terence DePres' book
The Survivor, we will see similarities.
We will also recognize clear
differences. Despite some similarity in
tactics, the Nazis were fundamentally
different from the Salvadoran military
The Salvadorans approached Heidi's
case as a piece of a political struggle.
She was seen as a part of the political
opposition and she was given the

opportunity to choose, to change, to
renounce her views. We can ask
whether the Salvadorans could be
trusted, but we still sense that Heidi
had choices, and that she saw her own
religious commitments coming to play
as part of her making these choices.
The Nazis justified their actions on
political grounds, but for those
tortured there were no choices. The
lives of those imprisoned were
destined for death no matter what
choices were made. Such life, life
itself, became simply a toy serving the
ideological ends of the Nazis. Are
these simply two examples of human
cruelty, or is there not a radical
difference?
I appreciate very much Peters'
willingness to engage the vast
literature on the Holocaust as part of
this study. At least he sees that
theology cannot be done anymore as if
the Holocaust had not happened.
Still, his use of Robert Lifton's work on
the Nazi doctors is placed alongside of
Heidi Michaelson's story. That is,
again we are challenged to see that the
medical experiments in Auschwitz
were akin to various forms of human
cruelty elsewhere. Even the talk of
doubling that Peters borrows from
Lifton must be taken on with caution.
To be sure, the Nazi doctors were able
to operate with a sense of two worlds,
creating as some authors have
described, a planet Auschwitz. But this
activity was, again, quite unlike other
examples, such as our justifications for
treatment of Viet Cong in the Vietnam
War. The Nazi doctors did justify their
experiments by claiming that they
would lead to practical ends, but they
selected Jewish prisoners as if they
were expendable vermin; it was not
simply that they had constructed a
mental rationale which would allow
them to behave brutally, but rather
that they actually thought of Jews as
less than human . The medical
experiments were a piece of the
process of dehumanizing other human
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beings, again quite apart from any
choice that the victims had. Is there
not a difference between human
cruelty in general and the face of evil
itself?
As much as I think that Peters '
book is an achievement bringing
together a host of material and
drawing attention to matters critical
for our attention, I am left with this
lingering disappointment that lies in
my soul, that says that responding to
evil itself requires something different
from the normal theologies we inherit,
theologies that might work for sins
that can be fit into our system of
thinking. But dare we try to make the
"unthinkable" fit? Perhaps this is why I
wonder at the vacuousness of Peters'
last words in this book, a trailing off
into nothing. I am even more
disturbed because he speaks in this last
chapter of issues so needing forthright
and careful treatment: crime,
alcoholism, homosexuality. Peters
ends by urging dialogue between
science and theology on these matters.
I am a great proponent of dialogue
and know that his is an important
voice in this science-religion dialogue,
but this invitation seems to leave us
scratching our heads on these
questions. And we are even more
troubled because he insinuates that
science might lead us back to some
basis for the biological transmission of
sin. Does he mean what he implies?
Does he really want us to assume that
we should think again about
alcoholism as sin and not as illness?
Does he really want to say (even
thought he does not say) that
homosexuality can now actually be tied
to some idea of original sin? Does he
really want to say that the cruelty of
the Nazi doctors is lurking in all our
souls passed on biologically from
generation to generation? Well, he
leaves us with this trailing off. Let's
invite science and theology to talk
about it, he says. I really wanted more
than this and so much more is
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possible. Maybe the more begins not
so much in a science-theology
dialogue (I, too, want that to happen)
but in finally seeing that evil, radical
evil, does not fit our categories, that we
require a different theology to speak
to this. Only in this way might we find
a way back through the darkness of
Auschwitz to the hope of our theology.
This book does so much with so much
promise, but Peters fails to give us this
way through the darkness because he
wants so desperately to make evil into
a category co-terminous with the
category of sin.
James Moore

Jill Ker Conway. True North: A Memoir
New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1994.
This is my sabbatical year,
something academics long for as other
workers long for the weekend. Like
most academics I have a project,
namely to write a book, and a stack of
unrelated books that I've been
meaning to read. I've deliberately kept
that stack quite short in the interest of
actually making my way through it
without neglecting the work I'm
committed to accomplish. And I am
somewhat surprised to discover that
I'm similarily miserly about my time,
hording hours in the library for
communing with the spirits of saints
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long departed, and hours at home for
family and for domestic chores long
neglected. But...when I heard thatJill
Ker Conway's second volume of
autobiography was out, I went directly
to buy it and immediately commenced
to read. In her words I found Conway
to be a kindred spirit: one who would
understand and share my delight in
the intensity of work that makes a
sabbatical recreative, and so one with
whom I am pleased to have shared
some of its precious hours.
Many readers of Conway's The
Road from Coorain will be disappointed
in this book treating the years of
Conway's study at Harvard in the 60s
and her early career at the University
of Toronto. Though its prose is equally
fine, True North does not have the
romance of a struggling Australian
sheep station or the tragedy of a family
torn by death and financial reversal. It
does have Conway's insightful
reflections on cultivating the vocation
as a historian that she discovered late
in the earlier book. If the previous
volume was about leaving home, this
one is about finding a place-in the
life of a scholar, with a well-suited
companion, as an expatriate.
The theme of being at home
appears early, the first night the young
Australian spent in Radcliffe's
Graduate Center. There she met other
women from several nations, wih
varied religious commitments, and
engaged in different disciplines of
study, all convinced that Cambridge
was the place "any woman in her right
mind who wanted to achieve
something as a scholar would come"
(9). The conversations begun that
night continued, expanded, relocated
into a shared house. The women who
took part in them gave Conway a new
sense of herself. "I began to see myself
as perfectly normal, like other lively
people around me . . . . They were
young, lively, and ambitious, and I was
like them. I'd never seen this as a
positive definition before, but as it
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seeped into my consciousness that it
was, I began imperceptibly to relax,
like some sea organism which has
floated into a rich and sustaining
habitat." (23).
In our current concern for multiand cross-cultural education, we are
chary of too quickly or too easily
claiming similarities. Perhaps this is
right. But, I fear that too often we are
eager instead for the mere novelty of
difference. Conway's narrative reminds
us that while the specificity of human
cultures and individual experiences
make social and scholarly interchange
rich, points of connection and
sameness are essential components in
the exchange. More than that, her
experiences of friendship suggest that
sharing fundamental elements of who
we are allows us to delight in and learn
from the ways we are different and to
do so over the long haul, not just for a
passing moment.
Conway's vocation as a historian
developed alongside her new sense of
self. She learned both to trust the
calling more than the academy and to
do the work she was called to in
innovative ways. These included
moving beyond the conventional
methods of research she was trained to
use in Australia, and expanding her
subject to include women's lives. The
interplay of contemporary, personal

experience and the historical is a
second central theme. Her teacher,
Donald Fleming articulated it: "One's
research should always involve some
element of therapy... .It only counts
if it's really close to the bone" (34).
She took a group of progressive female
reformers as the subject of her
dissertation and found that, like her
housemates in Cambridge, these
women of another era had much to
teach her. She draws out for readers of
this book their lessons about being a
woman doing an unconventional
work, lessons that continued long after
the dissertation was complete and
lessons they still teach others through
Conway's historical publications.
A third theme is less overtly
developed: the location of the life of
the mind in a certain culture and a
particular physical setting. Conway
makes good use of her expatriate's
perspective on Harvard's intellectual
community, eastern Canada's winter
climate, and Toronto's social and
political life. Her foreignnness gives
her a sharper perception, but does not
keep her out-quite the opposite.
Especially in her husband's native
Canada she finds a congenial society,
one better suited to her than her own
native Australia. This is not to say that
all goes easily. A corollary of this
theme is the one that continues from

Coorain: Conway's deep interest in the
ways that the human spirit responds to
what is determined and unchangeable.
She takes the realization that she
"could be a companion but never a
cure" to her husband in his
depressions as "the discovery that
marked my real growing up" (102).
Yes, I liked this book very much. I
read it almost straight through and
wished it were longer. I wished that
Conway had written more about
vocation as a professional and a
religious phenomenon. I wished that
she had been more forthcoming about
how she negotiated the hazing and
initiations that the academy inflicts on
its members. I wished that she'd given
more details about learning to be a
historian, a teacher, an academic
colleague and an administrator. I
wished that she'd included her tenure
as Smith College president. Perhaps
there will be a third book about Smith.
If so, I'll rush out to buy it. But in the
meantime, I'm grateful for this book
and its author for providing me with
what she herself "wanted from the
story of history-the flash of
understanding, the new insight, the
notion that one was living with reality,
not some dusty myth from the past"
(27).

L. DeAne Lagerquist

Notes on PoetsPhilip Gilbertson is Dean of the
College of Arts and Sciences at VU. In
real life he is an English teacher who
cares deeply about poetry.

Diane G. Scholl is a member of the
Department of English at Luther
College.
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